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ii. 

ABSTRACT 

Theoretical constructs of reading and learner-controlled 

instruction were used to develop an Effective Reading 

Prograrrune. Based on these concepts , instrument and 

non- instrument based techniques were applied to achieve 

its objectives. 

Evaluation of the Effective Reading Prograrrune was con

ducted through an Evaluation model, comprised of 

Theoretical Constructs, Prograrrune Design and Progranune 

Results . The six stages of its development were 

individually described and evaluated , moving from 

courses conducted in South Africa, to those conducted 

in New Zealand . The conclusion at the end of its 

developmental stages, was a professional progranune, 

which offered a guarantee within its results . 

Implications and recommendations were made for areas 

of further investigation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 



1. 

The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the develop

ment of an Effective Reading Programme . 

Chapter Two provides an historical and theoretical back

ground to the reading concept. Various aspects of reading 

are discussed, including the misconceptions and barriers 

which surround reading . Distinction between efficient and 

effective readers is also made. 

Chapter Three presents the theoretical , conceptual and 

practical framework surrounding learner controlled instr

uction. The implications this concept provides,form the 

basis of all design in the Effective Reading Programme. 

In Chapter Four instrument and non- instrument based tech

niques are discussed in relation to the training of part

icipants ' reading habits. A comparison of their chara

chteristics, principles and types is also presented to 

show the difference in contribution each makes to the 

improvement of reading skills . 

An Evaluation Model is developed in Chapter Five to assess 

the effectiveness of reading programmes . This is comprised 

of three categories, namely theoretical constructs, pro

gramme design and programme results . 

Evaluation of the six stages of the Effective Reading Pro

gramme ' s development is conducted in Chapter Six, through 

the Evaluation Model previously developed . Assessment of 

results at the end of each stage indicates the development 

of the programme, which is summarized in the conclusion. 

Implications and recommendations of the Effective Reading 

Programme is finally presented for further research and 

s t udy . 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE READING CONCEPT 



2. 

2 . 1 . Historical Background 

Research in the reading field is a recent phenomena . 

As reviewed by Smith (1961) and Pugh (1978), very few 

studies were conducted in this area before the middle 

of the nineteenth century. 

With the increase in interest and popularity of silent 

reading, however, a need for a more scientifically- based 

orientation to the subject was identified (Pugh 1978) . 

This approach led to a two-fold enquiry into reading, 

the first involving the measurement of eye- movement which 

takes place in reading, and the second involving the 

concept of measuring reading speed . 

2.1.1 . Eye-Movement Enquiry 

In 1878, Javal published the first report on the physical 

components of the reading process . Through direct obser

vations, it was revealed that the reader ' s eye moved 

along a line of print in quick jerks, with pauses between 

the movements. This inspired further studies, and the 

development of other measuring techniques resulted . 

Amongst the earliest of these were methods involving 

the ordinary camera, mirrors, telescopes and even peep

holes (Miles 1928) . Various efforts were made to use a 

kymograph (an instrument that records movements on a 

smoked drum) and spectacles with side mirrors (to reflect 

eye- movements to an observer standing behind the reader), 

but these were all found uncomfortable and inaccurate. 

Judd, McAllister and Steele (1905) employed a motion 

picture technique for studying the eye-movements by 

attaching a small flake of Chinese white to the cornea 

as a point of reference. This, however, did not eliminate 

the problemsof inconvenience and subjectivity in the 

measurement technique . 

Subsequently, a list of conditions f or the use of measure

ment techniques was drawn up by Dodge and Cline (1901). 
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This led to a new line of experimental desi gn in the 

equipment . Thus , in 1901, Dodge devised the corneal 

reflection method which involved bouncing a beam of light 

off the reader ' s eyes, so that every movement was 

recorded accurately onto a moving film . Modification of 

this led to the construction of Tinker ' s (1931) 

Minnesota Eye- Movement Apparatus. As a research device, 

this was instrumental in discovering most of the basic 

facts about eye- movements . By 1932, Taylor designed the 

Ophthalmograph which was a semi- portable version of the 

Minnesota Eye Apparatus . Due to its feature for greater 

mobility , the state of eye- movement measurement tech

nology has since made impressive progress . 

By 1960 , the first completely portable Reading Eye was 

designed (Taylor 1960) , and by 1969, an improved version , 

the Reading Eye II , was offered. It replaced the corneal 

reflection technique with a photocell monitoring procedure 

and replaced the photographic film previously used,by 

heat-sensitive graph paper . The latter eliminated all 

lag time between testing and diagnosis . Since then, 

developments in this fi e ld have extended into the art of 

computer technology making the measure ment of eye-movements 

precise and specific . (McConkie 1979) . Thus, overall, the 

techniques associated with reading eye-movement have 

advanced geometrically,to result in a much better under

standing of the reading process and the theoretical

conceptual aspect of it. 

2 . 1 . 2 . Reading Speed 

The first researcher to indicate an interest in this matter 

was probably Romanes (1883) when he studied the subject of 

' reaction time '. Although this is not equivalent to the 

concept of reading speed as it is known today , it 

generated views t h at speed of readi ng was i ndirectl y 

related to comprehension and unrelated to i ntelligence. 



Huey (1908) , studied the relationshi p of this with 

comprehension and intelligence . Whi le no direct claims 

were made about their rel ationship , it was observed that 

faster readers tended to have better recall than slower 

ones. Also , it was noted that subjects who read aloud 

were slower than silent readers. This initiated the 

debate that subvocalisation and inner speech was detri

mental to increasing reading speeds. Huey, supported 

by Dearborn (1906), claimed that subvocalisation was 

almost involuntarily universal in all readers, and that 

reading speed could be increased by establishing rhyth

mical movements in reading. 

Eventually, direct experiments were conducted , which 

correlated the movement of eyes with reading spe ed . 

The first of the se was carried out by Buswell (1920) 

who proved . that because our eyes moved in short 

increments or steps, so our reading speed was determined 

by the number of eye-shifts per line . It was suggested 

that by reducing the number of eye-shifts on a line, it 

was thus possible to increase our reading spe ed. The 

implications of this experiment and subsequent ones 

relating to speed of eye- movement , have since become 

wide-spread . This has extended into the relationship 

between the physical components of reading (i . e . fixations, 

regressions, durations and spans of recognition) and 

reading speed . By 1929 thus, Pitkin published the first 

adult improvement programme. This area of reading speed 

continued to generate interest in America, while the 

British concentrated on reading comprehension (Pugh 1978). 

The result of these two lines of emphasis has been that 

of a variance in objectives for programmes offered to 

improve reading efficiency . The author tends to agree 

with Pugh (1978) that there are a greater majority of 

programmes concentrating on speed than there are on com

prehension. Thus , most courses offered today are of 
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two forms - published or tutored . According to Pugh 

(1978) published courses or book oriented courses are 

frequently printed versions of tutored courses . They 

involve a minimal usage of equipment and frequently 

involve a programme of self - study techniques . Examples 

of some of the courses are: - Dudley (1964) : Rapid 

Reading; Spache & Berg (1966) : The Art of Efficient 

Reading; Anderson (1963) : Improve Your Reading Effic

iency; Waldman (1958) : Rapid Reading Made Simple and 

DeLeeuw & DeLeeuw (1965) : Read Better , Read Faster. 

Tutored courses vary from published ones in that the 

student develops his reading skills with direct instru

ctional aid, e.g. from a tutor. 

the prom

inent objective tends to be a focus on speed of 

reading rather than other aspects . Some examples of 

these courses are: - Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Pro

gramme; Carborundum Effective Reading Course (1966) and 

the Harvard Film Co'urses (1948). However, despite the 

existence of more accurate reading measurement instru

ments , misconceptions and fallacies still surround 

effective reading. Therefore, it is especially important 

to be aware of the f> '· 1 •f lc. $ of reading before embarking on 

a programme to develop effective reading. 

2.2 . Theoretical Orientation 

2.2.1. Definitions 

Different definitions of reading have been proposed by 

various specialists of the subject; Gray (1937), Gates 

(1949), Walcutt (1967) , Tinker and McCullough (1962) , 

Fries (1963). Despite the fact that none are identical , 

an underlying agreement exists with regard to the aspects 

involved in reading. 
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Monroe & Rogers (1964), Denchant (1964), Hildreth (1958) 

and Stauffer (1969) are only some who define reading as 

a complex process involving sensory and perceptual skills. 

Stauffer (1969), for instance, describes reading as a 

complex process which includes a means to get information 

from the printed page~ the ability to pronounce and com

prehend the printed word~ the ability to interpret signs, 

letters, or symbols by assigning meanings to them~ and 

receiving ideas and impressions from an author via the 

printed word. Tinker and McCullough (1962) present a 

more refined definition, in which they view reading as 

encompassing visual and psychological factors. It 

involves "the recognition of printed or written symbols 

which serve as stimuli for the recall of meanings built 

up through past experiences, and the construction of new 

meanings through the manipulation of concepts already 

possessed by the reader. The resulting meanings are 

organised into thought processes according to the pur

poses adopted by the reader". Thus, apart from being a 

physical and mental process , reading includes the inter

pretation of the material read, coloured by the purposes 

involved. A third definition, by Kennedy (1974), explains 

how reading is a combination of various skills, invol-· 

ving "the ability of an individual to recognise a visual 

form, associate the form with a sound and/or meaning he 

has learned in past experience, and to understand and 

interpret its meaning". Thus, reading is perceived as 

a complicated process which involves both physical and 

mental components . 

2.2 . 2 . Components of the Reading Process 

2.2.2.1. Visual Aspect 

Reading requires the function of seeing before compre

hending. Through an examination of the experiments 

conducted by Huey (1898), Buswell (1920), Dodge (1901) 
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and Tinker (1931), it is clear that certain basic eye

movements take place while reading. These fundamental 

reading skills include fixations , durations, regressions 

and spans of recognition . Return sweeps and saccades , 

also form parts of the visual process involved in reading. 

An impression of these eye- movements when photographed by 

an Eye- Camera, is presented below. 

duration 

regression ----? 

return 
sweep 

one 
line 

Figure 1 . Eye-movements in reading, as photographed 

on an Eye Camera . 

Fixations 

These are the stops and starts the eyes make , as they 

move along a line of print . Illustrated on the Eye 

Camera film, they are indicated by the step corners, 

which occur regularly . 

Fixations are a necessary aspect of the reading activity 

as they allow the reader to recognise and identify the 

print being covered. The stops are so automatic and 

quick(½ to 1/5 second), that one has no conscious 

awareness of the flicking movements ! 

1. Ao L1fradudi l'."1 +o £JJL- Mo11LM01f A-~at~s,·s. 

£DL I Mt.Graw l-lill Llq11) p 2. 
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Duration 

This is the length of time the eyes pause, for recog

nition and absorbtion of printed symbols into the mental 

processes. Illustrated on the Eye Camera film, it is 

indicated by the height of each step. 

Research has shown that durations reduce with the age 

of the reader(½ second for first graders , to~ second 

for college students) , and that in general, better 

readers require less pause time than poor readers! 

Regressions 

Fixations made in a reverse (right to left direction) 

are called regressions . They are the reversed steps 

seen on the Eye Camera photograph , and occur when there 

are inaccuracies in seeing; Regressions are mostly 

habitual and are made by almost all readers . Regressions 

are distinct from re- reading . Re- reading involves the 

act of returning to a previously read sentence , passage, 

paragraph or page, to gain a better understanding than 

before. It is undesirable whe n it results from a lack 

of confidence , organisation or attention, but is useful 

when used for literary and critical appreciation , or , 

content analysis . 

Spans of Recognition 

This involves the average number of words or word-parts 

recognised every time the eyes stop . Spans of recog

nition tend to increase with the age of the reader , 

although the average span of an adult is between 1 . 5 to 

2.5 words . Tachistosopic studies have shown that a 

reader can see 4 - 5 words at every exposure, although 

this span is reduced during reading~ This is because of 

the continuous perceiving, organising 

and overlapping of images which takes place in the mind. 

Return sweeps are the movements the eyes make from one 

line to another, while saccades are the sweeping move-

2.3. 'f. An 1.-lWodiAd;oh +o E.yL-~OVLMtni At1at.ys;s, 

£0 L / Wlc..C.,ra<N \..till (l~ll) p 3 
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ments the eyes make from one fixation to the next. Both 

are natural aspects of the visual activity and return 

sweeps in particular are determined by the way in which 

lines of print follow one below the other . 

Thus, part of the performance of the reader is attributed 

to the physical aspects of reading. A more efficient 

reader is one who makes fewer fixations, regressions, has 

shorter durations and a wider span of recognition . 

2.2.2.2 . Mental Aspect 

Research conducted by various investigators, e . g . 

Kennedy (1974) and Harris and Smith (1972) , have ident

ified certain mental processes as being contributions to 

the reading process . Despite variances in their theories 

a fundamental principle prevails . This is that reading 

comprehension is related to the mental processes in 

reading. In particular these elements are mental 

capacity, language ability and background knowledge. 

Mental Capacity 

This involves the basic intelligence and mental potential 

of the reader . Mental capacity also involves the psych

ological maturity of the reader , which determines his 

readiness to learn from what he reads . 

Language Ability 

Both Harris and Smith (1972) and Kennedy (1974) view this 

as a vital component in the mental processes of reading . 

Language ability includes the skill of word recognition 

in which words are readily discriminated, associated, 

retained and applied . It also refers to the reader ' s 

colTUlland of the language in aspects like gralTUllar , morph

ology , syntax and range of vocabulary. 
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Background Experience 

This includes the wide range of knowledge the reader 

accumulates through the types of experiences he has daily . 

These experiences tend to be the main determinants of his 

beliefs , attitudes, interests , concepts and type of 

vocabulary~ which in turn sets the framework for his 

comprehension while reading. Kennedy (1974) argues that 

experiences which have been direct, tend to make a greater 

impact on their subsequent comprehension , while vicarious 

experiences have a more subtle influence on reading . 

Apart from these three elements, Harris and Smith (1972) 

suggest that reading comprehension is affected by the 

reader ' s thinking skills and his purpose in reading . 

Some qualities included in the thinking skills are the 

ability to discern between cause-effect or part- whole 

situations. Also , thinking skills require the ability 

to make generalisations from a specific situation. 

Purpose in reading is another vital contributor t0 the 

comprehension gained. Having a purpose allows for a 

focus on the answer being sought , and regulates the rate 

and scope of the reading-thinking process. Reading 

purposes usually involve one of the following types:-

to gain main ideas,supporting details , organisational 

plan , sequence format 1 information required for evalua

tions, or to merely enjoy the material being read . 

External factors can also influence reading comprehension. 

Especially noted are the difficulty of material , or 

physical factors like lighting, fatigue, or page layout . 

Familiar material, which is usually easily comprehended1 

may, because of bad lighting result inmnecessarily low 

comprehension . 
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A "good" reader, as percei ved from the mental orientation 
. lk -hilx h d 1.s i u~J\ one who possesses a big mental capacity, :goo . 

language skills and a wider more direct range of exper

iences . Finally, thinking skills and use of reading 

purposes play a major role in determining comprehension 

levels . 

Therefore , reading as a process must involve both the 

physical component of eye- movements , as well as the 

mental component of comprehension abilities . Through 

an analysis of the recorded pattern of an individual ' s 

eye-movements , the reading diagnostician is able to 

obtain direct information about the reader's efficiency -

that is the time and energy expended in the visual aspect . 

Comprehension testing provides information about his 

effectiveness, i . e . the ability to meet expected compre

hension goals. 

2.3. Misconceptions and Barriers Surrounding Reading 

2 . 3.1 . Misconceptions 

Despite the abundance of evidence in the physical and 

mental components affecting in reading, there are falla

cies surrounding the reading concept. Some of these have 

been reviewed by Taylor (1965). They mostly relate to the 

physical/visual aspect in reading. 

How much can the eye see? 

Studies through the Eye Camera indicate that the eye can 

only see 1 . 5 to 2.5 words per fixation . Although 4 to 5 

words immediately around the fixation point are seen 

with 100 percent acuity , this is reduced to half with 

the continuous perceiving and organising of thoughts in 

reading . (Taylor 1957) . The average college student has 

an average span of recognition of approximately 1 . 11 words . 

(Taylor et a l 1960) . 
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Do we see only when our eyes are stopped , or is it 

possible to absorb print while our eyes are in motion? 

An experiment conducted by Thomas (1962), indicated 

that it is not possible to absorb print while our eyes 

are in motion. This is because v i sion during movement 

is so reduced that recognition is not possible . 

In reading , is it necessary to see all the words? 

All the words should be seen for an accurate understanding 

of the author ' s purpose. The reader cannot reliably 

decide which words are important until he sees them all. 

Efficient reading is thus accomplished by developing 

ocular-motor skills . This involves sufficient exposure 

to each and every word, long enough for identification 

and recognition . lTaylo,- ltlb5) 

Can oculo-motor activity be changed through the 

conscious control and self disciplining of the reader? 

The fact that 3 to 5 eye movements take place every second 

while reading, tends to make this impossible . (Carmichael 

& Dearborn 1947). Any attempt to control these movements 

must require such high concentration that the reader loses 

thread of thought. 

Can one be taught to take in a phrase or more at each 

eye- stop? 

To date, no studies have shown that training to widen 

reading span has resulted in the ability to see in phrases 

during continuous reading (Feinberg 1949) . Much of this 

confusion is due to the lack of d i fferentiation between 

span of apprehension and span of recognition (Taylor 1965) . 
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Can the eye be trained to move down the centre of a 

column or page of print , to make only a few fixations 

per page , permitting reading rates of thousands of 

words per minute? 

If reading is taken to mean that almost every word is seen, 

then doing it at thousands of words per minute is imposs

ible. This is because the fundamental components of reading 

require a minimum time span. Thus, the most efficient 

reader possible, with the shortest fixation and widest 

span of recognition, still cannot read at much more than 

800- 900 words per minute. (Taylor 1965). This miscon

ception is often the result of a poor distinction between 

selective reading (i.e. skimming and scanning) and 

reading. The former involves a process of looking and 

reading, so that speeds of thousands of words per minute 

are in fact possible . 

These are some of the misconceptions which surround 

reading. An awareness of them ensures that the techniques 

and strategies applied for reading improvement are 

realistic and theoretically sound. 

2.3.2. Barriers 

Although reading is a .learnable skill, there are certain 

situations and circumstances which hinder improvements 

in this area. These range from physical, mental, emo

tional to environmental factors . (Harris & Sipay 1972 , 

Bond & Tinker 1973). 

a) Physical 

Eye-Strain 

This may be a temporary barrier , if it is caused by 

fatigue or external factors , e.g . illumination. Per

sistent eye- strain , however , may be an indication of 

myopia or hyperopia , which should be corrected with 

appropriate l enses . 
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Poor Phy sical State 

An individual who is physicall y below par will refl ect 

poor reading performance.,as reading i s both a physical 

a nd mental activ ity. Undernourishment , lack of s l eep 

and thyroid dysfunction are some e x amples of poor 

physical states . 

Fatigue 

Overexhaustion will tend to result in a l owering of 

reading performance . Again , this is because the reading 

activity is one which requires a certain threshold in 

one ' s mental and physical state . 

b) Mental 

Low Intelligence and/or Low Comprehension of Verbal 

Materials in any form. 

Substantial correlation has been shown to exist between 

speed of comprehension and intelligence: This is linked 

to the ability to understand indirect and subtle relation

ships between ideas and concepts . Thus, individuals with 

lower IQ may encounter problems in attempts to increase 

their reading speed . 

Unsuitable Reading Levels 

Material which is beyond the reader ' s maturity, forms a 

barrier to high speeds, since a longer time is needed for 

adequate mental assimilation, al"\ll a(S6 U)l'\'\pv~he..1"15,·on · 

Limitations in Reading b y Thought- Units 

Skill in recognisi ng familiar combi nations oU thought

units at a singl e glance is an essential basis for 

efficient reading. Indi vi duals who a r e able to recog-
iL. Wbrd-Ya.ad ,o,r Vo.c.oli.L 

nise s i ngle words onl yA are at a disadvantage when tryi ng 

to increase t heir efficiency. 
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Deficiencies in the Technique of getting thoughts from 

Connected Material. 

Individuals whose minds are narrowly tuned to accurate 

recognition of words, correct pronounciation and other 

mechanical phases of reading, tend to have greater 

difficulty in propelling their reading speeds. Training 

to increase their tolerance and flexibility in these 

aspects is one solution to this barrier. 

c) Emotional 

Sub-Vocalisation 

This is the mouthing of words when reading silently. It 

is often caused by the continuation of habits encouraged 

in school, but which are no longer desirable. 

Poor Concentration 

This may be caused by either a temporary and superficial 

distraction, or it may be a symptom of a deeper set 

emotional one. 

Compulsive Personality 

The temperamental make-up of a reader may influence his 

reading ability. An individual with a compulsive person

ality for instance might need to look at every word a 

second time before he is satisfied. Thus, this will lower 

his reading rate down considerably. (Berger 1970) 

Word Identification and Recognition Difficulties 

Individuals who have poor sight vocabulary have problems 

recognising words quickly and accurately . They mayba... 

caused by either physical or emotional conditions. 

d) Environmental 

Limited Vocabulary 

Poor knowledge of word meanings, results in poor compre

hension and rate of reading . Inaccuracies in the 
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understanding of phrases may cause confusion and lead to 

the need for a second reading before better comprehension 

is obtained. 

Lack of Interest in Subject 

This tends to result in lapses of concentration , which 

thus presents a barrier to efficient reading. 

Physical Conditions 

Environmental factors , e . g . ill umination , noise and 

ventilation will influence a reader ' s performance . Poor 

conditions in these areas will result in concentration 

gaps , which thus affect speed and comprehension . 

Using a Finger or Pointer to lead the eye in Reading 

This may result in a habitual and inflexible speed which 

counter efforts of skimming and scanning. (Berger 1970) . 

These are some of the barriers related to reading improve

ment . An understanding of these issues is required if 

more effective strategies are desired to improve reading 

performance . 

2.4. Distinction between Efficient and Effective Reading 

Efficient reading has been described in the previous 

sections as relating to better fundamental reading skills 

and comprehension ability . This involves both the visual 

and psychological aspect discussed previously. An 

efficient reader is therefore one who makes fewer fixa

tions, regressions, has shorter durations and has a 

wider span of recognition~ while gaining the maximum level 

of comprehension based on his mental capacity, language 

ability , background knowledge, thinking skills and readi ng 

purpose . Effective r eading on the other hand , is one 

involv i ng the use of t he appropriate readi ng styl e to suit 

t he situation concerned. Four different readi ng styles 
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have been identified by experts in the field . These 

include careful, usual, accelerated or ~elective reading! 

Careful Reading 

This involves the slow and alert perusal of complicated 

and technical material . In work situations it is best 

used for mastering the content for details , evaluation, 

sequential procedures, outlining, summarizing or para

phrasing, analysing an author ' s presentation and problem 

solving. When applied in recreational reading , it is 

especially useful for material with unusual vocabulary 

or style, or when reading to memorise , or to judge 

literary values. 

Usual or Casual Reading 

This is the most commonly used style of reading , empl

oyed most frequently when reading novels, magazines and 

other light material. They do not require any deep 

understanding and are especially appropriate in work type 

situations when answering familiar questions, linking 

relationships of known details to main ideas. Used in 

recreational reading, this style is especially approp

riate when appreciating beauty of literary style and 

reading with the intention of retelling. 

Accelerated Reading 

Alternatively called speed reading, this is most frequently 

used where pressure for time exists . It is useful in work 

situations for reviewing familiar material to get a 

central thought or idea, and where memorising is not 

required. In recreational situations, it is best used 

with narrative material, read primarily for the plot. 

Selective Reading 

This is not reading in the true sense of the word. The 

technique applied here involves "looking and reading", 

,. $k,·w,r\.\in.3 6ln.d Scat'h'lil\' : f DL. Dir"t,Gfions iV'I 

Laa rni "9 · 6 . {1'16 ~) pp .1 - ~ 
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more specifically called skimming and scanning . Skimmi ng 

i nvolves covering the material very quickly to get a gist 

of it , while scanning involves searching for a specific 

piece of information in it. They are appropriate tech

niques where the general idea or specifics (not details) 

are requir.ed. These techniques are also useful for 

sorting material in priority before actually reading it. 

These four categories provides an indication of the flex

ibility a reader can have within reading. The style 

actually used should depend on the type of material being 

read and the purpose of reading it. The ability to apply 

this range of techniques determines the maturity , flexi 

bility and hence effectiveness of the reader . 

Bond and Tinker (1973) propose a list of qualities which 

forms the "hallmark" of a good reader. Some of these 

include: -

1 . The mastering of the essential techniques of word 

identification and recognition . 

2. The possession of an extensive vocabulary . 

3 . The application of purpose to comprehension. 

4. Flexibility in adjusting reading habits to suit 

different material and purpose . 

5. The presence of an attitude in which the reader 

demands of himself/ an understanding of what is read , 

and 
6 . The ability to interpret, evaluate and reflect on 

what has been read . 

They encourage an interaction of the qualiti es of efficient 

and effective reading, since the former is fundamental to 

the existence of the latter. 
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Sununary 
Research into reading took on a more specific approach 

after the acceptance of silent reading. This led to a 

series of investigations into the reading concept, which 

resulted in a better understanding of its components and 

the development of reading improvement progranunes. 

Analysis of the reading concept also identified the 

misconceptions and factors influencing reading. Such 

an awareness has led to a distinction being made between 

the two reading approaches, namely reading efficiency 

and effectiveness. This coverage of the fundamentals of 

reading will serve as a basis for the later investi

gations of the reading programme. 



CHAPTER THREE 

LEARNER CONTROLLED INSTRUCTION 



3 . 1. Definitions and Characteristics 

3.1.1. Definitions 
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Learner- Controlled Instruction (LCI) may be defined as 

a technique of instruction, where the l earner has some 

control over his learning. As Laird (1972) suggests , 

it is a learning- teaching system which involves the 

learner in a number of key decisions about his learning. 

It provides the learner with a quality of personal 

involvement including both emotional and cognitive 

aspects. 

3.1.2 . Characteristics 

Some characteristics of this technique are that: 

1) the learner is provided with a clear statement of 

the objective to be achieved. 

2) he is provided with an explanation or sample of 

evaluation that will be used to determine whether he 

has achieved his objective. 

3) he is provided with a list of resources, and he 

will decide on how he will achieve the required 

standards c£ performance . (Laird 1972). 

As Bebb (1973) points out, learner controlled situations 

are never either/or . Instead,the degree to which it is 

learner controlled, is determined by the type of 

instructional decisions which have been made, and by 

whom they were made . Highly learner-controlled systems 

are thus ones where the trainer/teacher makes the dec

isions about what the student is expected to achieve, 

while the trainee/student decides how he will achieve 

these objectives . This encourages the student to 

utilise his background and existing skills , so that 

motivation and needs become intrinsically based . As 

Rogers (1969) observes , when learning is self-ini tiated, 

the sense of comprehending (and achieving) comes from 

within. This impacts on the behaviour , attitude and 

even personality of the learner. 
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A situation which is learner-controlled is thus one where 

students: -

1) are aware of the content objectives and terminal 

behaviour at the beginning of the progranune . 

2 ) are provided with a variety of resources to help 

achieve their objectives . 

3) have control over their learning sequence. 

4) work at their own pace. 

5) decide when they are ready to be tested. (Laird 1972) 

As Bebb (1973) suggests, a highly learner-controlled 

system is one which will provide the following answers to 

the corresponding questions . 

Are instructional objectives written on paper? 

Are content objectives given to the student? 

Are all students expected to achieve the same 

objective? 

Do all students use the same instructional 

material? 

Are all students expected to follow the same 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

procedure while in the classroom? NO 

Do all students work on each subject for the same 

amount of time? NO 

What these observations imply is that ~CI is character

ised by objective setting, self- pacing, sequence control , 

variable resources and measurement control. 

1) Objective Setting 

Depending on the degree to which a situation is learner 

controlled, objective setting is not normally conducted 

by one party alone . Frequently, terminal objectives 

are determined by the trainer on the organisation, while 

subordinate objectives are set by the learners them

selves . As Esbensen (1970) points out, "Individualising 
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objec~ives (then) means varying the goals of learning for 

students , depending on what seems to be needed in each 

case" . (Laird 1976) . 

In situations where no inunediate agreement exists , nego

tiations of contracting are applied , to arrive at a 

consensus . 

2) Self - Pacing 

Individuals learn best at their own pace . Studies have 

indicated that learning achieved through self- pacing 

and other features of individualised instruction are 

better, and more enduring (Weitman & Gruber 1960). 

This element of individuality is especially relevant to 

the adult learner. This is because he observes fewer 

threats and is able to concentrate more positively on 

acquiring knowledge and skills for the progranune ' s 

objectives. 

3) Sequence Control 

Participants in learner control (LC) systems are enC:_ouraged 

to control the sequence of their learning. This facilitates 

the discovery of a prograrrune structure that is most 

sensible to them. The traditional rationale that people 

learn best when they go from the simple to the complex , 

cannot always apply . What is simple to one individual 

may be complex to another, based on differences in back

ground experiences. 

4) Variable Resources 

Control over the resources to their learning is another 

feature in a LC system. The resources available usually 

range from activities, to material, to people. This 

presents an opportuni ty for learners with different needs , 

motives and aptitudes , to gain optimally from them . 
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5 ) Measurement 

Students in a LC system normally decide when they are 

ready for their performance test . The best evaluator 

of their skill is usually themselves , especially as 

they are aware of the desired performance at the end 

of their training . Samples of the evaluation format are 

frequently presented with the objectives , so as to 

eliminate doubts on what they need to be proficient at. 

3.1 . 3. Advantages and Disadvantages to LCI 

These have been addressed by such authors as Hinton 

(1978), Mager & Mccann (1961) and Wydra (1975) . 

Advantages 

1) Performance 

Students of LCI systems have been observed to learn more, 

gain higher grades, save time and perform better at their 

jobs. This is mainly attributed to the enhancement of 

their self-concept and confidence in learning . 

2) Student Attitudes and Reactions 

These are usually favourable, especially with regard to 

the programme itself, the instructional technique and 

reactions between students themselves. In particular, 

students tend to feel very positive towards the use of 

learning modules , the concepts of self- pacing and 

sequence control . Students also tended to work harder 

because of the intrinsic rewards they attainQd. 

3) Teaching Strategy 
The setting of behavioural objectives eliminates doubts 

as to what is desired at the end of their training. 

Frequent outcomes of this strategy are that of signifi

cant increase and retention in learning. 
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4 ) Student-Staff Relationships 

Since teachers of LC systems are not policing agents of 

instruction, but are instead sources of reinforcement, 

an increased degree of openness and trust is usually 

observed in the student- staff relationships . Contact 

times are frequently used for feedback and instructional 

purposes , which thus provides a further opportunity for 

increased learning. 

Disadvantages 

The major disadvantage relating to LCI tends to be 

associated to students who lack discipline and initia

tive . As these individuals have a tendency to pro

crastinate a variety of strategies need to be applied, 

to help maintain their pace . 

Other ' problems • associated with LCI tend to be more 

' inconveniences ' to the training staff , than to the 

students themselves. These include: -

1) Extra Work 

Due to the need for a rich and varied resource pool , the 

training staff is kept constantly occupied with coll

ecting , developing , altering or improving resources. 

2) Unusual Classroom Situations 

There are basically no classroom situations in LCI systems 

as students are encouraged to experience as much freedom 

and flexibility in their learning. Thus although 

beneficial and in keeping with the principles of the 

technique , new training staff can sometimes find it con

fusing and trying. 

Thus, on the whole , LCI has a great deal more to offer in 

terms of advantages and benefits . Much of this is due 
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to the fact that LCI i s a person- centered technique of 

instruction, whi ch is so appropriate for the subjects 

it deals with. 

3 . 2 . Conceptual Development 

3.2 , 1 . From Programmed Instruction (PI) 

Programmed Instruction , the technology from which the 

LCI concept developed , has been defined as "any form 

of pre- prepared, pre- sequenced instructional material, 

based on effective principles of learning, and directed 

towards specified educational or training objectives" . 

(Bebb 1973) . It is characterised by features such 

as: -

i) individualised instruction, where each student learns 

at his own pace . 

ii) active participation, requiring interaction between 

the student and the programme . 

iii) "small" step learning , involving material presented 

in optimally sized increments. 

iv) knowledge of results, where the student learns by 

observing the consequences of his learning. 

v) operationally defined objectives, which are presented 

as first steps in any programme, and 

vi) validity, which involves the accomplishment of 

objectives based on the instruction presented. 

From these features the major points of emphasis on a 

PI system are the student and the material . However, 

despite this apparent similarity between LCI and PI, 

the most outstanding d i fference is that the latter 

restricts the freedom and degree of involvement students 

gain in a learning system. For instance , participants 

on a LC based programme have the choice of learning in a 

sequence most appropriate to themselves~ whereas PI linear 

• 
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based systems have modules set out in small incremental 

steps . As a technology, PI contributed significantly to 

the development of LCI. By acting as a vehicle for prac

tical applied research , PI encouraged programmers to 

develop a methodology for producing learning or arranging 

the conditions which facilitate learning. Simultaneously 

a need was also recognised for focusing on clearly 

centered objectives in programmes. These conditions 

resulted in courses where students were allowed to select 

resources which would help them meet their course objec-

tives , and 

learning. 

apart from 

in environments suitable for most efficient 

This formed the essence of LCI , which set it 

PI. (Bebb 1973). 

3.2.2. Underlying Theories 

Rogers (1969) was a main proponent for the use of LCI in 

the applied field . He argued that the basis for its 

success was the acceptance of certain rationale regarding 

the individual as a learner . These were summarised as:-

l) human beings have a natural potential for learning. 

2) significant learning occurs when the subject matter 

is relevant to the student ' s purpose . 

3) learning which involves a change in self- organisation 

is threatening and tends to be resisted . 

4) self-threatening learnings are most easily perceived 

and assimilated , when external controls are at a minimum. 

5) much significant learning is acquired through doing. 

6) learning is facilitated when the student participates 

responsibly in the learning process . 

7) self-initiated learning which involves feelings, as 

well as intellect, is more lasting than other kinds of 

learning. 

8) independence, creativity and sel f - reliance are 

facilitated when self- criticism and self-evaluation are 

basic and evaluation by others is secondary . 
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9) the most socially useful learning consi s t s in learning 

the process of l earni ng , developing a continuous openness 

to experience and incorporating into oneself the process 

of change . (Laird 1976). 

The suggestion being proposed by Rogers is thus , students 

who are given freedom and an opportunity to participate 

in their learning and are supported by an appropriate 

student- teacher relationship, tend to result in more 

effective and successful learning. 

Parallel to Rogers ' theory are Knowles' principles of 

androgogy . As another proponent of personal involvement, 

Knowles (1969) argues that adults learn more effectively 

when their learning experience involves the commitment, 

responsibility and control of the learner. This is 

ensured when:-

1) adults see themselves as owners of a unique learning 

experience . 

2) there is an immediate application of the learning, 

and 

3) learning is self- directed. 

The major implications of these features are that the 

attitude of instructors or teachers have a major influ

ence on the performance of the students . 

Two proponents who support this student- teacher environ

ment are McGregor (1960) and Hall (1972) with their 

respective theories X and Y , and T and L. Both McGregor 

and Hall exhort the need for positive attitudes In the 

treatment of learners. This is because every act by 

management or teachers is flavoured by their attitude 

towards their subordinates or students . Consequently , 
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the latter groups respond in accordance to -the disguised 

expectations of the dominating parties . (Davies 1971) . 

Theory X and Y 

In relation to management- subordinate situations , McGregor 

states that there are basically two types of managers , as 

determined by their assumptions of their staff. 

Theory X denotes managers who hold the traditional view 

that man must be assumed to be one who is lazy , shirks 

responsibility and has to be coerced, controlled , directed 

and threatened for results . 

Theory Y describes the other extreme of managers who 

attempt to integrate individual and organisational goals . 

Managers of this category regard their workers as indivi

duals who may find work a source of satisfaction and 

reward . Performance in their work would be the result 

of self- direction and self- control in the service of 

objectives to which they are committed . 

Theory T and L 

Parallel to McGregor ' s theory is Hall ' s theory, which 

relates to the educational context . 

Theory T is oriented towards the teacher~and advocates 

of this theory tend to maintain that for learning to take 

place:-

·a man must be taught . 

,training must be conducted by someone with superior 

skills and knowledge . 

•the trainer must be a master of his subject in order to 

teach . 

·training is something done to a person . 
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Terms which Theory T exponents tend to use include 

"teaching , explaining , imparting knowledge , covering the 

subject , feeding information to , teaching them their 

jobs , putting the stuff across" . The philosophy 

resembles a passive one- sided relationship between 

teachers and students. 

Theory L contrasts with the former and bases education 

and development on such principles as: -

.whatever the student learns, he must learn for himself. 

,training is concerned with motivating and cultivating 

the learner ' s desire and capacity to create , discover 

and learn for himself. 

·learning is not synonymous with being taught. 

·skill and creativity in designing learning situations 

are the most important attributes of the trainer . 

,we learn best by doing . 

·the day to day practical experience is so much more 

powerful than what can be learnt in other settings . 

Thus , the focus of concern for Theory L proponents is in 

creating a learning climate where a comparable relationship 

of inter- dependence between trainer and learner can thrive . 

The challe.nge is for the trainer to create as many and 

varied learning opportunities so that the learner is free 

to exercise self- direction and self-control. In so doing 

the learner increases his commitment and extends his 

potential to achieve maximum results . (Hall 1972) . As 

Davies (1971) points out , through the self- fulfilling 

policy, the instructional approach can be a major deter

minant of l earning which occurs in students . As proposed 

by Theories T and L , the outcomes of student learning 

are determined by the expectations teachers have of them . 

A LCI system is most appropriate since it promotes a 

conducive approach to l earning, as well as positive expec

tations of l earners . 
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3.3 Practical Developments 

While it was not until the 1920 ' s that any systematic 

approach to LCI took place, the technique had always 

been used in some form or another in various European 

Universities . Oxford , notably provided its students 

with some control over when and what they studied . 

Originated by Helen Parkhurst in 1923 , the Dalton Labor

atory Plan was the first attempt at scientific experi

ments involving LCI . All class teaching methods and 

time-tabling were revoked in favour of individual and 

voluntary work and class attendance. Contracting was 

applied at the start of the experiment to ensure the 

achievement of set objectives. The Dalton Plan was again 

examined by Esbensen in 1968 where the verdict arrived 

at was that the plan had successfully reached a stage of 

maturity, and was able to reaffirm its original promises, 

associated with learner and prograrrune benefits~ 

Further experiments were conducted by other researchers 

over the same period, each one assessing the value of the 

technique. (Milton 1959 , Duke 1959) . Duke conducted a 

study on adult learners , which implied that the presence 

of an instructor could, in certain circumstances, con

stitute to being a significant hindrance to students' 

progress . (Duke 1959). This was given further support 

by Weitman & Gruber (1960) when their study revealed 

that students learning via self- study techniques, learnt 

and retained more than their counterparts who had an 

instructor to guide them . 

These studies s..,PJ>0r+c.d what the learner controlled advocates 

like Knowles and Rogers had promoted . This was based 

around the fact that a sense of personal involvement and 

sel f - control tended to increase students ' commitment 

responsibility and results . 

1 • &ibb M. {1q:g) 
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The Varian experiment by Mager & Mccann (1961) was 

another prominent study which revealed the benefits 

LCI had to offer. The purpose of this experiment 

was basically to obtain information on the instruc

tional effectiveness of t<.,to variables in the LCI 

technique . They were: -

1) learner control of curriculum . 

2) instructional objectives . 

The experiment was conducted in two phases. The first 

involved a group of students who were given complete 

control over what they learned and how they learned it. 

Instruction was given to them on request and they 

could ignore it when it was not wanted . 

The second phase of this programme involved another 

group of students who were presented with control over 

their curriculum as well as detailed course objectives 

which described the required terminal behaviour. As 

a result of this additional feature , students knew how 

they had to perform at the end of the programme , which 

enabled them to discriminate between what they already 

knew and what else they had to learn. The results of 

both groups proved very positive. The first, who were 

given control of their curriculum completed the pro

gramme in half the time (three months) , the original 

programme took (six months). The second group took only 

an average of eight weeks(½ of the usual programme) when 

issued with detailed objectives as well as control 

over their curriculum. 

Several other major benefits were also noted , with most 

of them relating to the cost of training or not training. 

The most outstanding conclusion drawn at the end of the 

Varian study was that adult learners were likely to 
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enter a learning situation with a significant amount of 

relevant knowledge . The application of clearly stated 

objectives would enable them to determine the gap that 

lay between their e xisting performance and the desired , 

so that training time and costs were reduced . Further , 

this took place without any shortfalls in performance 

and frequently with positive reactions to the training . 

This was shown in a sununary of the benefits by Bebb 

(1973). 

l) Training costs were reduced by an average of 65%. 

These were mainly attributed to time savings once the 

students knew what else they had to learn . 

2) Graduates of the LC based programmes demonstrated 

more confidence , initiative , responsibility and know

ledge in their jobs. 

3) Reactions between students remained positive 

throughout the programme since they were no longer 

competing among themselves , but against an external 

criterion. This resulted in student co- operation 

to overcome individual areas of weaknesses . 

Other studies since the Varian experiment have continued 

to provide similar evidence to support the LC techniques 

as a method of instruction. The Allied Supermarket 

programme developed by Wydra (1975) holds particular 

interest, as it involved another skills training pro

gramme. 

The main objective of the Allied Supermarket Management 

Programme , was to ensure that the various manpower 

requirements would be met , as the company began its 

programme of expansion. Two sets of objectives were 

drafted. The first accrued to the overall parameters 

of the entire programme , whi le the second detailed the 
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specific performance of trainees at the end of the 

programme. A 6-step learner- controlled oriented 

process was applied in the training programme . 

1) Defining what it was the learner had to do. 

2) Defining a criteria by which the l earner would 

determine if he had achieved it . 

3) Identifying the resources that were available to 

learn the skill. 

4) Developing some rewarding consequence which would 

accrue to people who could perform or demonstrate 

the task. 

5) Sharing all the information from the previous 

steps , with the learner . 

6) Giving the student the freedom to learn. 

Certain 'rules ' were presented at the start of the 

programme, so that a free and open environment was est

ablished for the learning to take place in . These 

included:-

l) Situations as close to the actual were established , 

so that the trainee managers could relate directly 

from their training after the programme. 

2) During training , all work situations were considered 

laboratories , where participants could experiment and 

hypothesise using a systematic and analytical line of 

approach . 
3) Objectives were used to identify the residual training 

needed , after students ' existing abilities and knowledge 

has been taking into consideration. 

4) Students were responsible for the pace at which they 

worked through the programme . 

5) The training manager was to . be a feedback agent rather 

than an evaluator for the trainee. The trainees were 

themsel ves frequently their own evaluators . 
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6) Unlimited access to the resources of the company was 

allowed to students on request . 

The results of the programme were impressive . I n meeting 

the overall programme ' s objectives: -

1) The training programme surpassed the objective by 

10% in training 110 instead of the projected 100 

graduates annually . 

2) Seventy two percent of the graduates were rated in 

the top 25% of non- graduates ' performance , with 89% 

being rated in the top 50% of their peer group . This 

was compared with the programme target of "the average 

graduate performance would be at least equal to the 

performance of the top 25% on non-graduates in similar 

positions" . A reflection of the trainees ' performance 

was most noticeable through the advanced rate at which 

trainees were being promoted to positions of greater 

responsibility. 

3) The actual cost incurred per trainee was $2400 

compared to the $8000 allowed . The main reason for 

this cost saving was the accelerated learning rate of 

students . By monitoring their own progranunes , 

trainees reduced training time from the previous stan

dard of 52 weeks to an average of 7.6 weeks. 

Other benefits of the programme were reflected in the 

ease with which students achieved their objectives and the 

positive relationships which prevailed throughout the 

programme . The performance of the trainees was better 

than expected , and recognition of this was through 

requests by untrained managers to undertake the pro

grarrune . Thus , what the Allied prograrrune revealed was 

tha t :-
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1) Learners learn better on their own , removed from any 

threats or anxieties created by instructors . 

2) LCI enhanced the level of adapcability of students , 

so that new situations which resulted in tension were 

dispelled much faster than otherwise possible. 

3) Knowledge of performance objectives tended to result 

in time savings . 

4) Self- pacing accelerated the rate of learning. 

5) Positive reactions were maintained throughout the 

programme . 

6) Learning was directly transfer=able and more enduring 

also . (Wydra 1975) . 

There is therefore evidence that LCI can be a successful 

technique of instruction. The extent of its effectiveness 

is influenced by the programme structure , involving the 

programme design , the instructor and the students . 



CHAPTER FOUR 

INSTRUMENT AND NON- INSTRUMENT 

BASED TECHNIQUES 
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4.1. Definitions and Characteristics of Instrument 

and Non-Instrument Based Techniques 

As the terms imply , the main difference between instru

ment based and non- instrument based techniques is in the 

use of equipment or machines . Instrument based 

techniques are hence those which involve the use of 

mechanical aids or material to improve the performance 

of readers . Non-instrument based techniques on the 

other hand , are those which avoid the use of mechanical 

aids and instead rely on the use of printed materials 

and self- study techniques . 

An illustration of the two categories on a continuum 

is presented below:-

Instrument 

Based 

Techniques 

Equipment- oriented 

e.g . Tachistoscopes, 

Controllers , Pacers , 

Selective Reading 

Devices . 

Non-Instrument 

Based 

Techniques 

Book-centred . 

Theoretical explan

ations on:- assimi

lation, accommo

dation, selective 

reading processes . 

Reading speed and 

comprehension tests . 

The objective of both categories of techniques is to 

improve reading efficiency and effectiveness . Instrument 

based techniques relate more closely to the physical 

aspect of reading while non-instrument based techniques 

possess a stronger psychological orientation. Instru-

ment based techniques approach the v'1~111t\l skill s 

of reading, that is, f ixations, regressions, durations 

and span of recognition more directly than non-instrument 

based techniques . Proponents of the first category are more 
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likely to argue that changes in eye- movement habits will 

result in changes in speed , while exponents of the latter 

are more likely to claim that concentratio n, assimilation 

and accorcunodation skills are the key to fo,;tu' reading. 

Few programmes are entirely instrument based or non

instrument based . The majority involve a c ombination of 

the two strategies , although there may be a greater 
12 

emphasis on one'. · This provides the stude:1t with an 

opportunity to improve his skills from both a visual 

and a psychological dimension. 

4.2 . Principles and Strategies Underlyino Instrume nt 

Based and Non- Instrument Based Techniques . 

4 . 2.1. Instrument Based Techniques 

The underlying principle of this category is that reading 

is a physical process . The reader ' s effic iency is 

dete rmined by the state of his visual move_~ents . An 

efficient reader, compared to an inefficien t one , is a 

person who makes fewer fixations and regre ssions , has 

s horter durations and a wider span of recc gnition, under 

this orientation. The strategies which i ~ strument based 

techniques apply are hence those which ma.~e direct attempts 

to influence eye-movements . Readers are t rained through 

the use of equipment like controllers and pacers to make 

more efficient eye- movements . Controllers, for instance, 

direct and control eye- movements so that a more efficient 

left-to- right directional attack results . Pacers , on 

the other hand, are especially useful with already com

petent eye- movement readers. It contribut es to establ

ishing high speeds and maintaining them . 

Proponents of controllers and pacers claim that elimin

ation or reduction in the number of regressions or back

ward movement s of the eyes , result in higher speeds and 

thus , more efficent reading. (Spache 1976). 

I. h/t\,..va.n M 1b . ICf .& 2 
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4 . 2. 2 . Non- Instrument Based Techniq ues 

The major principle underlying non- instrument based 

techniques is that poor eye- movements are NOT the cause , 

but the result of poor reading habits . These reading 

habits in turn are determined by the psychological 

processes of a reader . This would include his concen

tration , assimilation and organisat ional skills . If 

an individual was weak in these aspects , it would be 

expected that he was an inefficient reader . Proponents 

of non- instrument based techniques and progranunes 

believe that a reader can only read as fast as he can 

think . Thus the only way to improve a reader ' s 

efficiency would be to develop the mental qualities 

involved in reading . 

An e x ample of a non- instrument based progranune is 

DeLeeuw & DeLeeuw ' s publication of "Read Better , Read 

Faster" (1965). In it , explanations of basic aspects 

r e lated to reading are presented first, so that students 

will apply these principles in the exercises which 

follow . The topics covered in the textual sections of 

this manual include those of conce ntration , r e ader ' s 

attitudes , assimilation and selective reading processes . 

The reading exercises after each chapter are constantly 

directed at developing speed and comprehension skills 

with the additional emphasis of the topic which 

preceeded it . Reading improvement under the non- instru

ment based premise is thus based on a better understanding 

of the reading process, as well as practice exercises in 

reading. 
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4 . 3 . Types of Instrument Based and Non- Instrument 

Based Techniq ues. 

4 . 3.1 . Instrument Based Techniques 

There are four main types of instrument based techniques . 

They include tachistoscopes , controllers, pacers and 

selective reading devices . (Taylor 1962). Although 

based on the same principles, each type of instrument 

is different in its approach and purpose . 

a) Tachistoscopes 

The direct meaning of "tachistoscope" is quick view. 

It involves the sighting of letters , words or numbers 

in brief timed exposures. These exposures may range 

from 1/100 to l½ seconds , although most training is 

conducted at the higher speeds. 

Tachistoscopes are based on the principle that improving 

the reader ' s span of recognition will improve the reader ' s 

efficiency. It ' s primary purpose is to develop the 

"intake" or initial impression stage of the perceptual 

process . Some of the goals described by Witham (1985) 

include the development of "accurate form perception and 

increased discrimination , rapid visual perception (the 

ocular and mental intake of visual material) , org anised 

retention for a stronger visual memory, better direction

al attack , and an awareness of components as parts of the 

whole~ and finally , such by- products as increasing 

attention , concentration , eye-hand co- ordination and so 

on ." Taylor ( 1962) argues that by being allowed only one 

fix ation, the reader develops a more aggressive sight, 

which encourages him to see more rapidl y and wi th 

greater attenti on . 
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These skills , although developed, do not apply to 

reading as such . Studies have ;...,d;.:.atuJ that direct tach

istoscopic training has little lasting effect on reading 

performance! Also there was little indication that an 

increase in speed of perceiving isolated phrases would 

result in an increase in the speed of reading . 

This is explained by the fact that a tachistoscopic 

exposure permits a prolonged undisturbed processing 

period , which allows the assimilation of a greater amount 

of material (span of apprehension). Reading , on the 

other hand, involves a continuous activity of perception, 

complicated by over- lapping images . The processing time 

is also comparatively brief. This is why the tachisto

scopic span is usually 3 - 4 times greater than the 

actual reading span of recognition . 

Despite the lack of transfer between tachistoscopic 

viewing and reading, the instrument is still widely used 

to improve "seeing skills" , as a foundation to better 

reading. As Taylor (1962) suggests, it should be used 

to initiate efficient perceptual skills and to increase 

recognition ability . Thus, it is frequently employed 

as a preliminary phase to rapid reading exercises . 

b) Controllers 

Controllers are sometimes called directional attack 

control techni ques because of the way in which the 

material is presented. Print is usually projected onto 

a screen , in a line- by-line manner , with two variables 

applied in the process. These include the span and the 

duration of the presentation. The former involves a 

width of l ight- span which moves horizontally across the 

projected material, thus exposi ng certain part s of the 
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line. Regular use of this guidi ng span helps the reader 

acquire a more efficient left- to- right d i rectional attack 

when reading . As the student ' s skills develop , this span 

is usually widened , until a whole line is exposed . 

The duration for which each line is projected determines 

the rate at which a student reads the projected material . 

Shorter durations result in higher speeds, while longer 

durations result in slower speeds. Increments in rate 

are usually gradual as differences between notches in 

the speed dial are small, e.g . 35 words per minute on 

the EDL- MN Series of filmstrips . Comprehension checks 

are applied throughout the student ' s progress , to ensure 

that the speed increases are being coped with . Results 

obtained through the use of controllers have been categ

orised under visual- functional skills , perceptual accuracy 

and efficiency and comprehension fundamentals. (Taylor & 

Frackenpohl 1968 , Bottomly 1961) . 

1) Visual- Functional Skills 

A major outcome of controller practice is the significant 

development of binocular co-ordination (the ability to 

use the two eyes together efficiently) and ocular mobility 

(ease and facility in making ocular rotations) . This is 

caused by the left- to- right visual control , which condi

tions a more directional attack and eliminates excessive 

fixations , regressions and visual wandering:' 

2) Perceptual Accuracy and Efficiency 

This directly involves the more efficient left- to- right 

and sequential attack the reader develops. The moving 

span which covers the print at a slightly higher speed 

than the reader i s ac customed to , encourages him to 

Ta'jlb( 5.E. 
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move his eyes with or ahead of the light . This means that 

he has to reduce the number of fixations and regressions , 

shorten the durations and widen the span of recognition , 

even without consciously doing so . 

3) Comprehension Fundamentals 

This is an indirect category of benefits, as readers are 

not actually taught, to improve their comprehension skills 

on controllers . 

The first of these benefits is the heightening of attention 

and concentration while reading . This is mainly because 

students learn that re- reading is not possible and so 

greater concentration and attention for comprehension is 

needed. The fact that controllers are automatic instru

ments also contributes to this . 

Students also gain greater experience in forming thought

units. This is caused by an increase in accuracy and 

rapidity of word perception and a better visual directional 

intake . 

Greater alertness, more rapid thinking and improved ret

ention are other benefits. They are created by the 

condition of no re-reading, as well as the increasing 

rate at which material is read. The latter is caused by 

the increased number of impressions received per unit of 

time, thus creating the potential for more meaningful 

retention. 

Another outcome of controller training is the enhancement 

of vocabulary. The exercise of clarifying the meaning 

of difficult words teaches the students a technique for 

unlocking new words through context clues and provides 

an opportunity for them to become familiar with 

multiple meanings of words~ 

~. Ta~lo.,. S.E. tlnJ frtAlhnpohl H. (tqbg) 
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Dependi ng on whether a frame of reference is used before 

the reading sel ection , the student can also develop the 

ability to approach reading with greater organisation. 

The preliminary "glimpses " he gains on the structure or 

style of a story , enhances his habit for more organised 

and complete comprehension . 

As a result of this wide range of benefits , controllers 

are one of the more popu lar instrument- based techniques 

applied . 

c ) Pacers or Accelerati n g Devices 

These usually employ the use of a shutter, shadow or a 

line marker of some kir.d to guide the reader according 

to a pre- determined rate. Ordinary reading material is 

placed in the machine in such a position that the 

guiding marker or shadcw moves down the page . 

Pacers offer no directional attack control and assume 

that the individual is already a competent reader . They 

do , however, have provisions for timing e . g. a visual or 

audible "prompt" whi ch urges the reader to maintain a 

higher attention level. This dissuades him from re

reading , and encourages him to read at increasingly 

higher rates . 

As these instruments have no directional attack control , 

they are not used to bprove the performance skills of 

functionally inefficient readers . To do so can cause 

tension and discomfort , and may result in actual 

increases in fixations and regressions as the ineffici ent 

reader strives to cope with reading materi al under 

pr essure . 
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Superficial readers are another poor population for these 

devices. This is because rate motivation does not serve 

to stimulate greater accuracy and thoroughness , but can , 

in many cases, create less accuracy. (Taylor 1962) . 

However , once an individual has been trained to read 

efficiently , pacers become an effective means of main

taining the rates at which r-e was trained. 

d) Selective Reading Devices 

Selective reading is best described as a process of 

'looking and reading', where the r eader looks for the 

more significant parts or facts and stops to read them 

inclusively . The equipment ·.ised for this purpose is 

usually a constant speed device, which provides the 

reader with a reminder of elapsed time , thus ensuring 

that the reading rate remair.s within the selective 

reading range. The device should not exercise control, 

nor specifically direct the =-eader down the page. 

The Skimmer, developed by tr-e Educational Development 

Laboratories is one such device. It involves an 

instrument which projects a bead of light that moves at 

a constant speed down the centerfold of a text. Its 

purpose is to "hustle" the :::-eader at a pace which is 

neither too fast nor too slew. Regular practice instils 

a rhythm for "floating" over the text, so that an 

alertness for picking out key words and thoughts is 

developed. 

Selective reading devices are directed at disciplining 

the reader to look and read, where the temptation to 
sh~uld 

see every word is great . ItActevelop in the reader the 

ability to attend perceptually and organisationally at 

the highest possible level~ This invol ves floating and 

looking with an alertness and receptiveness to thoughts 

and ideas at hundreds of words per minute. 

6. 
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Thus, the four types of instrument based techniques 

described appear to have much to offer to reading 

improvement. An additional feature linked to them, 

but which does not relate· .to the physical aspects of 

reading is that of their motivational impact. Perry 

& Whitlock (1954) argue that reading improvements 

gained with machines are only temporary , as the latter 

may inspire self-confidence , concentrate attention and 

provide a set or attitude towards comprehension at 

higher rates . The environment is viewed as the major 

factor for improvements so that once removed from it, 

students will return to their previous status of 

reading . 

Spache ( 1958) and Westo:\€r ( 1946) tend to agree that 

while no great modification may take place in eye

movements, the improvement in reading ability may stem 

from changes in habits of perception and organisation, 

or to the reduction of cues needed for word recognition . 

This has been reinforced by investigations into the 

Controlled Reader and other instrument based techniques 

(Bottomly 1961 , Gelzer & Santore 1968 , Warren 1962 and 

Witham 1966) • 

Furthermore, the continuous system of goal setting, 

feedback and reinforcement facilitated by use of instru

ment based techniques, tends to result in greater 

improvements in reading. As Locke et al (1968) proposes , 

specific goals result in a higher level of performance, 

than not having any goals or having only the generalised 

goal of "do your best" . Since reading goals are set 

precisely before the task , e . g . Controlled Reading , feed

back and reinforcement becomes immediate and the posi-
. , att~ptM~. 1 h . h tive cycle continues , Ato 1nst1 permanent c ange in t e 

readers ' habits . 
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Thus, while the debate of motivationally inspired gains 

related to instrument based techniques continues indef

initely, there is sufficient research evidence to 

conclude that relatively permanent gains are achieved 

via this method of reading . 

4.3.2. Non-Instrument Based Techniques 

The methods which are applied in this category tend to 

be book-centered ones . Theory and the psychology of 

reading are used as the prerequisite to the prograrmne 

content of these techniques . Training itself usually 

comprises of reading exercises with speed charts and 

comprehension checks . 

An example of a non- instrument based programme is 

Eric and Manya DeLeeuw ' s publication of ''Read Better, 

Read Faster" . Comprised of four sections, the authors 

apply a text and exercise type approach throughout the 

manual. The first aspect presents information and 

knowledge which is directed at establishing a broad 

foundation for improved reading skills . The second 

aspect provides a source of practice for reading 

speed and comprehension. 

As propopents of non-instrument based techniques the 

DeLeeuws present a critical assessment of mechanical 

aids to training . One of the obvious advantages book

centered practices have over instrument based techniques 

is the inexpensiveness of the former . Also, they are 

more likely to be individualised, while instrumental 

techniques tend to be group-oriented, for economic 

reasons. 

As greater emphasis is given to the psychology of reading 

it provides superficial readers with references when 

confronted with different types of material. 
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Another advantage of non- instrument based progranunes 

is that there is an unlimi ted source of reading mat

erial which students can use for practice . Although 

this in itself is not a major problem for equipment 

based users , the question of training tra.isfer is 

eliminated in book- centered situations. 

There are certain disadvantages which pertain to non

instrument based techniques , however. Or.e is that 

they are more likely to have a higher dr~p- out rate 

than instrument based progranunes . Unless a student 

is strongly disciplined , the problems whi~h confront 

the book- centered learner are similar to ~hose of a 

correspondence student ' s . Furthermore , studies have 

indicated that such programmes lack the ~otivation 

. . . "·' readily available in instrument based coi..:.=ses. As 

training techniques , instruments frequently present 

a new and fresh outlook to the reading pr~cess . 

Finally, self- study is more likely to ind-.ice tunnel 

vision. Lack of knowledge and facilities to identify 

specialised limitations , e . g . dyslexia, c3.D result 

in the build up of frustrations and doubts in one ' s 

own ability. Thus, the input obtained fr~m an 

external source like an instructor could prove very 

useful . 

With instrument based and non- instrument ~ased techniques 

as with all systems , there are advantages and disadvan

tages . As each tends to emphasise one of the two 

reading aspects more than the other, an ideal reading 

progranune would be one where a balance of both influences 

are taken into account . A course designed to incorpor

ate the major advantages of both approach-es -s.~1ould result 

in participants achieving permanent changes to their 

reading style and habit. 

fl . 
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EVALUATION 
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5 . 1 . Definitions 

Bebb (1978) defines evaluation as the "provision of 

information through formal means, such as criteria , 

measurement, statistics , to serve as a rational bases 

for making judgements in decision situations" . This 

means that while it involves a framework for assessment, 

evaluation is also orientated towards decision making . 

In this sense , evaluation is distinguished from research, 

because the latter is aimed at assessing a situation , 

while the former is aimed at improving it. Evaluation 

applied as a diagnostic tool is directed at problem 

solving , and not so much at being a comparative technique . 

The main functions of evaluation are collection, organis

ation and analysis of data. (Bebb 1978). 

Kirkpatrick (1976) provides a similar definition to Bebb , 

in that evaluation involves the determination of the 

effectiveness of a programme using specific criteria , 

namely reaction, learning, behaviour and results . An 

expansion of these are: -

Reaction - involves finding out how m~ch the students 

liked the programme - it is the measurement of the 

participants ' feelings . As Mager (1968) notes , the 

more positive a learner ' s attitude is about his learning , 

the more likely is he to retain and learn more . 

Learning - involves the measurement of the facts , principles 

and skills the student has learnt during the programme . 

It is usually determined by tests within the course itself . 

Behaviour - is the extent to which the learner applies his 

skill s and knowledge after he has completed the 
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programme. This may be assessed by observations and tests 

on the job, and corr:parisons with the pre- course 

performance . 

Finally , Results ir-volve an assessment of the programme 

in terms of student s ' performance before and after the 

course . It also ir-cludes aspects like cost efficiency 

and dollar returns ?er participant. It is more of an 

evaluation of the c Durse managers and designers. 

Ebel (1974) defines evaluation as involving a sequence 

of collection, orga_iisation, analysis and reporting. 

It is successfully :chieved if made in relation to goals 

of instruction . These are categorised into three main 

headings . 

1) Those concerned ·,-;i th knowledge and understanding. 

2) Those concerned Nith attitudes , values and feelings . 

3) Those concerned ~ ith intellectual skills . 

Ebel advocates that measure ment of these goals is 

critical for contin ·.1ation of good evaluation. 

Thus, in sununary evaluation may be concluded as a process 

of quantitative and qualitative assessment: directed at 

further improvements in the prograrrune . 

5 . 2 . Evaluation Mod els 

Bebb (1978) provides a comprehensive review of educational 

evaluations models. He describes an evaluation model as 

"a plan or a guide, to study a not so well defined, and 

often large and complex event such as an educational 

programme or product evaluation." Evaluation models tend 

to be maplike in purpose, so that even though evaluators 

~trive to construct models that are precise, specific 

and verifiable, the end result often falls short of what 

would be expected in other disciplines . Bebb suggests 
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three reasons for this . Firstly , evaluators are 

prevented from using too specific a model because of 

the complexity of events which surround educational 

evaluation . Secondly , the variance and wide range 

of inputs, makes it difficult to precisely describe 

a model . Finally , it is the nature of evaluators to 

spend more time using the model other than verifying 

it . Thus , at best , an evaluation model is a frame

work for which a systematic means of data gathering , 

organising and analysing can be conducted for further 

recommendations to be made on the programme itself . 

Thomas (1976) suggests that there are certain aspects 

of a programme which evaluation models should address :-

l . Teacher performance and effectiveness . 

2 . Student learning procedures and achievement . 

3 . Student work loads. 

4 . Assessment procedures . 

5. Course organisation . 

6 . Content 

7 . Instructional aids . 

8 . Student expectations . 

9 . Attitudes . 

These aspects are fairly similar to the categories of 

examination noted by Kirkpatrick and Ebel. However , 

Thomas ' breakdown provides greater insight into the 

specific aspects which should be examined. It should 

thus be used as a guide line for the development of 

every educational evaluation model . 
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5 . 3. The Development of an Evaluation Model for the 

Effective Reading Programme . 

5 . 3 . 1 . Objectives of the Effective Reading Programme 

Although the structure of the Effective Reading programme 

has changed from time to time, the objectives of a typical 

programme have been basically two-fold. 

1) To improve the reading speed of participants while 

maintaining, if not improving, their comprehension. 

2) To improve the skimming and scanning skills of 

participants. 

Due to the fact that the programme was originally developed 

in South Africa, another long term objective was to see if 

the Effective Reading programme could be altered to suit 

the local population in New Zealand. 

5 . 3 . 2 . Structure 

Throughout its evolution , since 1965 , the programme has 

retained a basic course s tructure, involving three stages 

of Pre-Course , Reading Skills Development and Post Course. 

Tests to diagnose the reading speed and comprehension of 

students were the main feature on the pre - and post-course 

stages. The stage of student development involved the 

training of students ' reading skills, through a series of 

activities. These activities included Tachistoscopic 

Training, Controlled Reading, Assigned Reading and Flexible 

Reading . A majority of the material and equipment has 

dominated throughout the phases except for the introduction 

of an updated version of the Controlled Reader in 1980. 

Various pieces of document were also designed and altered as 

the programme evolved . Finally , the technique of 

instruction in the Effective Reading programme so far 

developed has been Learner Control based. This includes 

the application of features such as self- pacing, objective 

setting, variable resources , sequence control and self

measurement. 
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Evaluation involves the determination of the effective

ness of training programmes, via an orientation towards 

diagnosis and improvement . An evaluation model conse

quently provides the establishment of a framework for 

this to take place . It should include the criteria of 

reaction, learning results and behaviour . (Kirkpatrick 

1976) . 

The major principles on which the Effective Reading 

programme is based , stem from the concepts of reading 

a nd learner- controlled instruction. Reading provides 

a knowledge foundation to the course , which thus 

determines the content and structure of the programme . 

LCI presents a basis for the design of the programme, 

as the instructional technique to be applied. 

Thus by assimilating these aspects with the evaluation 

criteria proposed by Kirkpatrick , a three stage model 

is developed . It includes Theoretical Constructs 

comprising of the reading and LCI concepts, Programme 

Design , which involves the structure and design, of the 

Effective Reading programme , and the Programme Results 

dimension, which includes both quantitative and 

qualitative results. The diagram overleaf illustrates 

this . 
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Theoretical Constructs 

Reading Learner- Con trol 
Instruction 

- - - - - ~ ~ - - - - -- - - - "' 
Proaramme Desian 

Effective Reading Pr ogranune 

Obiectives St ructure Desian 
J. .J. 

Proaramme Re s-.1lts 

Quantitative Qualitative 
•Learning •Student Reaction 
·Results 
·Behaviour 

I I 

- - ------- - ~ - - -- - ---- -
Figure 2. Evaluation Model for t he Effective Reading 

Programme . 

As a frame- work of e valuation , this model indicates the 

dir ections and f low of movement f rom the conceptual to 

the results . It also presents a n ana_\lsis of what each 

dimension consists of . It is cle ar that theoretical 

constructs determined t he features of the Programme 

Design . This in turn includes a s p ects like cou rse 

objectives , structure and design . Final l y , an assess 

ment of t h e programme i tself i s j udged in t h e Results 

dimension , whe re quantitative and qualitative data i s 

presented . 

5 . 3 . 3 . 1 . Theoretical Constructs 

i ) Reading 

t 

I 

i 

The app l i cation of the reading concept basic ally r evolves 

around the fact that it is a two- part process - v i sual 

and p s ycholo g ical . Th e v isual aspect of reading involves 

the e y e -mo vements of the reader , while the p sychological 

aspect i nvo lves t h e interaction of the mental fac tor s 

which are applie d in r eading . 

Re search into the reading act , and i t s s tate o f art , h a s 

d e rived an associa t i on betwee n the visual aspect of r e ading 

and instrument based t e chniques: and similarly betwee n the 

p s ycho logical aspect and non- instrument ba s ed t echniques . 
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ii) Learner Controlled Instruction 

The major contribution this concept makes to the Reading 

Programme is the determination of the design and 

instructional technique on which the programme is con

ducted . The basic philosophy behind LCI is that a 

student will learn better if he is allowed to genuinely 

participate in his learning. 

This is achieved through five major characteristics, 

namely , objective setting, self- pacing , variable 

resources , sequence control and self- measurement. 

Objective setting encourages discussion between course 

managers and students to determine an appropriate goal 

for the learner . Self- pacing involves the right for 

the students to work at their own pace without being 

rushed or hampered , as they would be in most classroom 

situations . Application of sequence control means 

encouraging students to work in any order within and 

between the training activities . Variable resources 

is indicated by the choice available within each 

activity and different job- aids. Finally , self- measure

ment involves the student ' s decision on when they wish 

to be tested , and by whom they wish it done. 

Thus , the function of these theoretical concepts is to 

form an underlying foundation for the entire programme. 

The extent to which the knowledge and principles are 

recognised and applied indicates the degree to which 

Reading and Learner Controlled Instruction are basic 

to the programme . 
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5.3.3 . 2 . Programme Design 

This is basically a derivative of the principles dis

cussed in the Conceptual Category . It involves the 

development of the objectives , structure and design 

of the programme . 

As noted previously , the objectives of the programme 

have centered around the improvement of students ' 

reading speeds and comprehensions , and the skimming 

and scanning skills . Programme structure involves 

the sequence of phases the courses apply , the l ength 

of the various programmes, the number and level of 

film- strips used , the period allowed per session and 

the range of activities applied in the programme. 

Design in the programme dimension involves the degree 

to which LCI is applied in the courses conducted. 

Thus , this dimension is mainly descriptive of the 

structure or design of the programme. 

5 . 3 .3 . 3 . Programme Results 

This dimension basically starts at the end of the training 

programme . It involves the assessment of the effective

ness and efficiency of the programme, which determines 

how successful it was . 

Comprised of quantitative and qualitative categories, the 

results dimension involves the measurement of learning , 

results and behaviour in the first category ; and the 

students ' reaction , in the second. Learning involves 

the extent to which skills and knowledge have been 

acquired while ON the course; results involve the amount 

of learning acquired through the course , which is deter

mined by pre and post course test performances and 
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finally, behaviour which is the standard and degree to 

which the learned skills are appl ied AFTER the programme, 

usually~on-the - job: Since the emphasis of this eval

uation is on the training programme itself , the aspects 

of Results relating to time savings , cost savings , 

return per hour will not be examined in this study. 

Two aspects were mainly concentrated on in the category 

of Student Reaction. This included students ' feeli ngs 

towards the course itself and to the Course Manager . 

The criteria of student reaction serves very well as a 

reminder on the need to establish and maintain a positive 

and supportive atmosphere. The latter is best achieved 

through the creation of a trustful and open relationship 

between the student and the Course Manager. Thus , the 

dimension of Programme Results is of utmost importance 

in the assessment of the prograrnme ' s success . 

To complete the Evaluation model, the final facet of 

the feedback loops must be applied . These trace the 

input of information from the Results dimension to the 

development stages of the programme . The recommendations 

and suggestions made are viewed in conjunction with the 

principles of reading and LCI . 

From this point the programme begins another course , and 

the cycle continues until its over-riding objectives 

and criteria are achieved. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE EVALUATION OF THE SIX STAGES OF 

THE EFFECTIVE READING PROGRAMME 
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6 . 1 . Background to the Evaluation of the Effective 

Reading Prograrrune 

At the time of writing this thesis, the Effective Reading 

Prograrrune had been in existence for 16 years . Known under 

different title s and managed by various individuals, the 

prograrrune has a unique history of development which holds 

it distinct from other reading programmes. 

Since its conception in 1965 the Effective Reading Pro

grarrune has undergone six stages of development. The first 

of these was initiated by Bebb , Cogill and Dickerson , as 

the Eleven Hour Effective Reading Course . Being the funda 

mental stage to its existence, this programme determined the 

objectives, course structure and instructional design , 

which prevailed throughout all developmental stages. The 

second stage of the Effective Reading Prograrrune ' s develop

ment began in 1976, when students of the Higher Diploma in 

Personnel Management, from the University of Witwatersrand, 

conducted a reading programme, based on the proto-type of 

1965 . Following this, a trial run of the Effective Reading 

Programme was carried out on students at Massey University 

in New Zealand in 1979 . Various modifications resulted in 

a series of courses which were corrunenced in April 1980. 

Improvisations to the prograrrune's structure and design, and 

gre ater experience in course management, prepared the 

Effective Reading Prograrrune for the fifth stage of develop

ment. This involved the implementation of the course in 

a national finance organisation in November 1980. By May 

1981 , sufficient evidence existed, to indicate that the 

Effective Reading Programme could become a viable business , 

which meant that it could be offered commercially . This 

existing status of the Effective Reading Prograrrune symbol

ises the fusion of the theoretical constructs of reading 

and learner controlled instruction into a professionalism 

matched with guarantee of results . 
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6.2 . Theoretical Constructs 

All stages of the Effective Reading Progranune are based on 

the concepts of reading and learner-controlled instruction. 

The theoretical constructs of the evaluation model is thus 

a central body of knowledge which other dimensions draw 

their structure and design from. Comprised of systematic 

principles derived from research into both reading and 

instruction , it remains a relatively static dimension. 

Therefore, rather than to repeat it for each stage , only 

one presentation is made to assess the contribution these 

concepts make to the Effective Reading Programme. 

6 . 2.l . Reading 

The contribution that the reading concept has made to the 

Programme centres mainly around its training methods and 

techniques . By applying a research-based approach to the 

process of reading, the programme's structure and design 

have been scientifically and factually developed. This 

ensured that the most effective and efficient training 

methods were being applied in the prograrrune. 

Research indicating a correlation between the visual aspect 

of reading and instrument based techniques, and similarly 

the psychological aspect and non-instrument based technique~ 

have resulted in the employment of both categories of 
I 2 

techniques in the Programme~ The methods within the instru-

ment based category include, tachistoscopic training, con

trolled reading and metronome timing. The tachistoscope 

used throughout the Programme is that of the Educational 

Development Laboratories (EDL) Flash-X, while the EDL Con

trolled Reader was used for training that particular aspect 

of the course. The timing instrument applied for skimming 

was basically a tape which sounded beeps at regular inter

vals, e .g. ten seconds or 30 seconds . The principle under

lying these techniques is that improvement of eye-movements 

will increase reading speed, hence efficiency. 

1. &,t,,J 6L ~".J t,·~ke.v tiAA. {/CfJ~) ·. Re..adt'fl~ D,ff.·Lulht!>'. 
Tb4iv 'Du~~no~,·~ and Co rrad,·on p . 'f1'1 

1. H ao·i, L. A ~rv!i ~itk c&. (1q 1-.1.l ·. !?a.ad,'n'j lt1!1tr1.action 
fh,..009h Dia,"o~ti, 1~£.hi.,t] pp. 14-1- 2.1+2 
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The only activi ty which was non- instrument based in the 

Progranune , was the Assigned Reading acti vity . This involved 

a series of timed exercises with speed charts and com

prehension checks . The premise for this category of 

techniques is that practice and improved skills in com

prehension will result in improved reading efficiency. 

Thus the major contribution of reading has been the deter

mination of these techniques which are directed at 

improving the overall performance of the reader . The 

measure used to assess this general performance has 

resulted in the application of the Reading Efficiency 

Index . It involves a combination of speed and compre

hension and is determined by a multiplication of the two . 

In this way , a more realistic and balanced picture is 

obtained of the reader. The abb reviation of REI is 

corrunonly used to signify this value . 

6 . 2 . 2 . Learner Controlled Ins t ruction 

The contribution of LCI to the Programme is the develop

me nt of the appropriate envirorunent and atmosphere for 

learning to take place in . According to Laird (197 6 ), 

students tend to increase their learning ability in sit

uations which they feel more comfortable and relaxed in . 

Features like joint objective- setting , self- pacing , 

variable resources , sequence control and self- measurement, 

contribute to increasing the i n dependence participants 

have in their l earning. 

Thus , both reading and LCI form the foundation stones of 

the progranune . The former contributes the technical know

how, while the latter presents guidelines to the instruc

tional technique of the programme. 
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6.3 . The Evaluation of the Six Stages of the Effective 

Reading Programme , under the Programme Design and 

Results Dimensions 

6 . 3 . 1. Stage 1 - South African Breweries ' Effective 

Reading Course 

6 . 3 . 1.1 . Programme Design 

i) Objectives 

Located in Johannesburg, the Effective Reading Programme 

evolved to meet the needs of managers and reading staff 

in the South African Breweries . The objective of this 

programme was to improve the reading skills of partici 

pants so that "measurable, effective and lasting results" 

were obtained . (Bebb et . al. 1970) 

ii) Structure 

The course was basically comprised of two parts which 

took place within 11 hours spread over five weeks . Part 

One was called the "Controlled Reading Section" while 

Part Two was the "Reading Flexibility Section". The 

Controlled Reading section involved Tachistoscope Training, 

Controlled Reading and Assigned Reading practice. It 

was structurally composed of three phases, namely Pre

Course Preparation, Group Orientation and Development . 

The Reading Flexibility section, on the other hand , involved 

the training of skimming and scanning skills , and was 

conducted after the completion of Part One. 

Figure 3 overleaf outlines the sequential framework of 

these components . 
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}

Part 1 : 
Controlled 
Reading 

}
Part 2 : 
Reading 
Flexibility 

Figure 3 - The sequential phases of the South African 

Breweries ' Effective Reading Progranune. 

Part One 

Pre- Course Preparation 

This comprised of a diagnosis of participant ' s pre- course 

reading skills , as well as the presentation of an Induction 

booklet. Students' existing reading skills were determined 

through an Eye- Camera and a silent reading test. The 

former resulted in a film of recorded eye-measurements 

during reading, while the latter determined the readers ' 

speeds and comprehension while reading a text . The infor

mation obtained;enabled course managers to develop indiv

idualized progranunes to meet the specific needs of each 

participant . 

The Induction booklet served as an introduction to the pro

gramme , by outlining the course objectives and procedures . 

its benefits and the students ' responsibilities on the 

programme. 

Group Orientation 

This involved a meeting where the objectives, procedures 

and use of equipment were explained to participants . 

Development 

This phase was completed in twenty, half hour sessions . 

Tachistoscopi c training, Controlled Readi ng and Assigned 

Reading were practised in each session. A maximum of up 

to five minutes was allowed on the F l ash- X, while a 

maximum of up to five f i lmstrips was allowed on the 
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Controlled Reading per session. The Guided Slot was used 

in the initial stages of the course, but this was changed 

to the Open Slot once the student reached a speed of 450 

words per minute . Speed increases were made , by achie

ving 70% comprehension on two successive filmstrips. This 

ensured that speed increases were not being achieved at 

the expense of comprehension . Both the EDL filmstrip 

series of LK and MN were used. 

Stabilization of speeds , which is the reading of filmstrips 

at the same speed regardless of comprehension , was applied 

in the last quarter of the course. The purpose of this 

consolidation practice, was to ensure greater permanence 

of gains . (Bebb et . al . 1970). The Assigned Reading 

manual which comprised of 20 passages , was applied after 

the Controlled Reading section, to maximise transfer of 

training . A recorded tape of ten second interval beeps 

~as used to pace the reader on this. 

Results from these two reading activitie s were plotted 

onto Progress Charts at the end of each session. 

On the completion of this phase , post course tests were 

issued to determine the degree of improvement students made 

from the training. These tests were usually of equal 

standard to the pre- course diagnostic ones: 

Part Two 

Reading Flexibility 

This was the skimming and scanning section of the course, 

invol ving the use of a prepared bookl et , work book and 

timi ng cassette . Being a self- study programme , partici

pants marked their own results and determined their 

progress through a series of timed exercises and compre

hension tests . 

3. WL WUL iVltt>vMu::l that 'fht.5e, Wt5 wlk~ sfan,fo.,d,·-u.d ~l.4 

r:iiuc.a-fion~ Q4ua,IOf>t\l\a..v\+ L..abo"~+ovi~ , ~,.m+intjton, Nuv lJOt'k.. 
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Follow- Up 

Six months after the completion of the course, a follow

up was conducted, to measure the degree to which partici

pants had managed to retain their skills . In the group 

studied, no follow- up reading exercises were issued after 

the course . Hence maintenance and retention of skills 

was largely left to the student. 

iii) Design 

The theme of instruction throughout the programme was LCI , 

This was introduced at the point of diagnosis, through 

skills development, to final evaluation. Determination 

of readers ' individual speeds enabled their programmes 

to be individualised . Self-pacing was also encouraged, 

and this was made possible through the system of individual 

learners to a Controlled Reader . Attendance times were 

self-chosen to suit the convenience of the individual and 

his organisation. Communication between students and 

course managers was maintained through a system of recorded 

comments and written feedback. 

Immediate feedback and reinforcement was also obtained 

through the use of multi-choice comprehension checks with 

their respective Answer Keys and Progress Charts . These 

EDL Progress Charts which corresponded to the Controlled 

Reader speed dial, had special shading and markings which 

made recognition of one ' s progress much faster and easier 

to understand . A student ' s typical Progress Chart is 

shown in Appendix I. 

6.3.1 . 2 . Programme Results 

i) Learning 

This category of programme results concentrates on the 

progress students made during the course . It is deter

mined by comparing the initial and final performances 

of students on the Controlled Reader . 
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As the author has not managed to obtain the related 

information for this stage , this aspect of results cannot 

be analysed . 

On the other hand, a photographic analysis of the students ' 

reading habits was available . This is shown in Table I.l . 

Table I . l - Table showing the analysis of students ' 

average pre- and post-course reading skills . 

(Adapted from Bebb et. al . 1970 . p.18) 

Fixations Regressio ns Average Average 
per 100 per 100 span of duration 
words words recog- of 

nition fixation 
(words) (words) 

Pre- Course 92 14 1.12 0 . 24 

Post-Course 62 4 . 5 1.71 0 . 22 

Improvement 32 9.3 0.59 0.02 

% Improvement +34 +66 +52 +8 

Table L l shows that the most significant change was in the 

reduction of the number of regressions made per 100 words. 

This indicates that the Guided Slot was a fundamental 

technique in altering the reading habits of participants . 

The Guided Slot could have also been a major influence 

on the reduction of fixations and the average duration, 

even though this change was small . The increase in the 

span of recognition could have been contributed by the 

Flash-X as well as the Controlled Reader . 

ii) Results 

This category of results i n the Results dimension involves 

the comparison of students ' performance between the Pre

and the Post-Course tests. Results of the two groups 

studied by Bebb et. al (1970) are shown in Table I.2 . 
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Tabl e I.2 . - Tabl e showing the pre- and post- course 

speeds of students . 

Average Average Average Average% 
Group Pre- Course Post- Course Gain Improve-

(wpm) (wpm) {wpm) ment 

A 282 458 +176 +63 

B 275 451 +175 +64 

A and B 279 455 +176 +63 . 5 combined 

This table shows that significant improve ments were made 

with the best result for both groups , b e ing a learner who 

made a gain of 179% improvement in speed (215 wpm to 

600 wpm). 

iii) Behaviour 

This category of results is concerned with the performance 

of participants some time after the completion of the 

programme . The information for this aspe ct , therefore , is 

usually obtained through the use of follow- up studies. 

The follow- up study in the South African Breweries ' 

programme was conducted six months after the course , on 

Group A only. Table I . 3 . shows the average change in 

speed between the post- course and the follow- up result . 
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Table I . 3 . - Table showing the Post-Course and Follow- Up 

speeds of students . 

Average Average % 
Group Post- Course Follow- Up Change 

(wpm) (wpm) 

A 458 427 - 7 

Table I.3. shows that there was a drop in speed between the 

post-course and the follow-up result, although this was 

not great. 

iv) Students ' Reaction 

No particular student reactions were noted in Bebb et . al ' s 

paper, although discussions with its author indicated that 

these were obtained and found to be very positive . This is 

supported by evidence of the strong retention in skills in 

the follow- up. As ·Mager (1968) suggests,the more positive 

attitudes the learners have about their learning , the 

more likely is it for them to retain and practise the skills 

learnt . Thus it may be inferred from this that students 

on the South African Breweries' programme did have positive 

feelings about the course. 

6.3 . 1.3. Discussion and Conclusions 

As the fundamental course to the Effective Reading Programme 

the South African Breweries ' Effective Reading programme , 

proved that considerable improvements in reading skills 

could be achieved through the programme structure and 

design thus developed . This was shown through comparisons 

of the Pre and Post Course test results (see Table I.2.) , 

and the Post Course and Follow- up results (see Table I.3 .). 

The eye- movement analysis shown in Table r.l. further sub-
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stantiates this . What this means is that there is a real 

change in the physical reading habits of participants . 

Thus, the existing techniques of Flash- X, Controlled 

Reading and Assigned Reading have been indicated as being 

contributory to the programmes ' success . 

Retention of gains was an intended result of stabilization . 

This was indicated in the Follow- Up study. Furthermore , 

the Assigned Reading did ensure better transfer of skills , 

as shown through the various results . 

Student reactions to the programme were positive , thus 

indicating that the instructional technique being applied 

was conducive to better learning. Also the continuous 

process of goal- setting and reinforcement, via the 

Controlled Reader, were likely contributors to the excel

lent results and favourable attitudes. 

Therefore , the Effective Reading Programme as conducted 

in the South African Breweries Company was a success . Its 

development from this stage basically involves an 

orientation towards determining a most appropriate pro

gramme to suit the target population concerned. 

6 . 3.2. Stage 2 - Business School Effective Reading 

Course (South Africa) 

6 . 3 . 2.1 . Programme Design 

i) Objectives 

Eleven years after the first Effecti ve Reading Programme 

was conducted , a group of students from the Higher Diploma 

in Personnel Management , (University of Witwatersrand) 

carried out an experiment based on the South African 

Breweri es ' proto- type . The objective of this course was 

to i ncrease the rate of readi ng , whil e maintai ning a 
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comprehension level of not less than 70%. (Chorn 1976) . 

The target population of this programme comprised mainly 

of university post-graduates with a smaller number from 

the business community. 

ii) Structure 

This progranune was comprised of three phases, namely 

Pre-Course Test, Development Stage and Post-Course Test. 

Figure 4 below illustrates this . 

Pre- Course Development Post-Course 
Test Stage Test 

Figure 4 - The sequential phases of the Business School 

Effective Reading Course . (South Africa). 

Pre-Course Test 

This was obtained from a n EDL Efficiency Check, to deter

mine the students ' pre-course reading speeds and compre-

h . .... 
ensions . 

Developmental Stage 

This was comprised of 12 , 45 minute sessions (total of nine 

hours), spread over six weeks. During each session, an 

average of two filmstrips were viewed from the EDL - MN 

series. Twenty five filmstrips were needed to complete 

the course . A 70% comprehension criteria was applied for 

any increases in speed on the Controlled Reader, and stab

ilization was implemented in the last fifth of the filmstrip 

series . Students were allowed to choose their presentation 

style on the Controlled Reader, although course managers 

tended to recommend use of the Guided Slot in the initial 

stages and lower speeds. Contact between students and course 

managers was maintained through the voluntary use of 

comment sheets and personal interviews. The latter was 

OV\ 61 
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particularly useful with students encountering problems on 

the course. Results were plotted onto Controlled Readi ng 

Progress Charts (Chorn 1976 , Appendix 4) , which were 

kept in the students ' personal file. 

Post- Course Test 

On the completion of the Developmental Stage , a post- course 

test was issued from the same source as the pre- course 

test . 

Throughout Chorn ' s (1976) report , no mention was made of 

Tachistoscopic Training , Assigned Reading or Flexible 

Reading. Thus it may be assumed that these were not carried 

out . 

iii) Design 

Chorn (1976) noted that effort was made to conduct the pro

gramme on as much of a learner controlled system as poss

ible . Hence , various documents were developed to encourage 

this method of instruction. Included in this was a Course 

Manual , projector guide and filmstrip study guides. The 

Course Manual was directed at teaching the student to con

duct a session in a step- by- step approach . The projector 

guide showed the student how to operate ·the equipment with 

the help of illustrations and photographs . 

Finally, the study guides were basically the printed page 

version of the filmstrip ' s contents . Students could read 

part of the text , to gain a better perception of the film

strip to be viewed. The use of these job- aids was avail

able to the students at their own discretion. Thus , if 

they felt that they knew how to thread the Controlled 

Reader without looking at the Projector Guide , they could 

readily do so . 
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Session times were booked on a weekly basis and this was 

done through the availability of timetable charts . Thus , 

tLues were chosen for the students ' personal convenience. 

Finally, since job- aids were present throughout the pro

gramme, students were able to work at their own pace , 

which ensured maximum learning. 

6 . 3 .2.2. Programme Results 

i) Learning 

From the study Chorn (1976) reported , an average improve

ment of 110% was achieved in students • Controlled Reading 

speeds. The average initial speed noted was 255 words 

per minute , while the average final speed noted was 525 

words per minute , on the Controlled Reader (Chorn 1976 , 

page 28). 

ii) Results 

Based on the results of 38 students, Chorn (1976) reported 

an improvement of 96% between the pre- and post-course 

tests. The average pre- course speed reported was 270 words 

per minute , while the average post-course speed reported 

was 516 words per minute . (Chorn 1976, page 28). 

iii) Behaviour 

As no record was made of a Foll ow- Up in the Business School 

programme , this category of results does not apply . Scarce 

resources regarding this programme also make inferences 

difficult . 

iv) Students • Reaction 

a ) To the Course 

Analysis of the Evaluation Form issued at the end of this 

programme (Chorn 1976 Appendix 13}, indicates that students 

were mostl y satisfied with their progress on the cou~se 
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and showed a favourable reaction towards their learning 

experience . The most positive aspect students noted was 

the way in which the course was conducted. The least 

positive aspec t students noted was the extent to which 

the course helped them to achieve their personal ends . 

On a five - point scale (where (1) is poor and (5) is 

well), the force r scored an average of 4 . 1, while the 

latter scored an average of 2 . 9 . 

b) To the Cou=se Managers 

The two questicns relating to the effectiveness of course 

managers in Chcrn ' s Evaluation Form indicated a mixed 

reaction to t he.m. Although students felt that the course 

managers did help them to a fairly large extent , the 

latter were not always available when they were needed . 

On a five-point scale (where (1) is poor and (5) is well) 

the course managers were rate d 4 on the first aspect and 

2 . 7 on the second. Thus , it may be questionable the 

degree to which the course managers contributed effectively 

to the course . 

6 . 3 . 2 . 3. Disc~ssion and Conclusions 

Although based on the original programme developed by 

Bebb, Cogill a..~d Dickerson in 1965, the Business School 

Effective Reading Course did not exhibit the same range 

of techniques seen in the proto- type . Despite this , the 

results obtained were better here than in the previous 

programme. ( 96% compared to 64%). This indicates that 

the technique ~f Controlled Reading has a definite impact 

on improving participants ' reading speeds . Other variables 

between the two programmes seem to have made an impression 

on students ' reading habits also. These were the shorter 

total number of hours (nine in the Business School pro

gramme , compared to 11 in the Breweries ' programme) and 

the longer period of weeks in which it was conducted (six 

weeks in the former, compared t o five in the l atter) . 
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A preview of students ' comments noted in Chorn (1976), 

showed that, although students did made substantial 

increases in speed, the sole concentration on Controlled 

Reading left many students doubtful of the degree of 

transfer in reading. Thus this indicated a need for some 

kind of assigned reading practice to satisfy this query 

and to promote better transfer . 

The reaction to course managers in this programr.:e sugge

sted that the presence and degree of contact students had 

with them was an important determinant of the students ' 

attitudes . More frequent communication was desirable and 

this indicated the need for a more regulated system of 

Conunents and Feedback. Thus , these were some s u ggestions 

which future programmes in the Effective Reading series 

could benefit from. 

6 . 3 . 3 . Stage 3 - Business Studies Effective Reading 

Course (New Zealand). 

6. 3. 3 . 1. Programme Design 

i) Objectives 

The objective of this programme was to "increase the 

reading rate of students, while maintaining, if not im

proving their comprehension levels" . Conducted by two 

Masterate students in Massey University (Wong 1979), the 

programme was a pilot- study , to examine the success of 

the Effective Reading Programme , within the New Zealand 

universities and , more widely , within the New Zealand 

population. The target population for this course was 

eight post- graduate students from the Massey University, 

Business Facul ty . Within t his group , six participants 

were forei gn students , while the remainder were New 

Zeal anders. 
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ii) Structure 

Comprised of six phases , this programme was cond~cted over 

a total of 11½ hours, spread over three weeks . Figure 5 , 

illustrates the sequence of these phases: -

Pre- Course Induction ' Development --' -Preparation ) 

j 

Figure 5 . The sequential phases of the Business Studies 

Effective Reading Course . (New Zealar.d) . 

Pre- Course Preparation 

This basically involved the presentation of the ?rogramme 

Manual , which explained the objectives, procedures and 

techniques of the course . A silent reading test~ obtained 

from the EDL - MN Efficiency Check, was al so i ss~ed , to 

determine the pre- course reading status of participants. 

Induction 

This was the group orientation in which students were 

taught the use of equipment and techniques of the course . 

Development 

This involved the Controlled Reading and Assigned Reading 

training which was conducted over 13, 45 minute sessions , 

spread over two and a half weeks . The EDL - MN Series 

of filmstrips were used , with a 60% comprehension criteria 

applied for all speed increases . This criteria was found 

to be more appropriate , as the foreign students had diffi

culty in meeting the 70% comprehension score . However, 
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the latter was still applied when students indicated tha t 

they could cope with it . The Guided Slot was used initi

ally, but was changed to the Op en Slot when a speed of 

450 words per minute was achieved . 

All Assigned Reading training was c o nducted immediately 

after the Controlled Reading activity in each session. 

It was comprised of short , business oriented articles , 

with individual speed charts and c omprehension checks . 

Records of all results from the Controlled and Assigned 

Reading sections were plotted onto the progress charts 

(see Appendix 1) . The Assigned Reading Progress Chart 

did not include the dial markings , even though it main

tained similar speed and comprehension graphs . 

Consolidation of Controlled Reading speed was enforced in 

the last five filmstr ips of the series , unle ss a plateau 

was arrived at before that . A p l ateau involves a stag

natio n of speed, due to the student ' s inability to meet 

t he comprehension criteria. 

Flexible Reading 

On the completion of the Controlled Re ading and Assigned 

Reading sections, two more sessions remained in which the 

students learnt some techniques of skimming and scanning . 

This was achieved through the compl e tion of a Flex ible 

Reading ma nual which students conducted on their own . 

Course managers were contacted if there were a ny queries . 

Post- Course Test 

This involved the administration of a test equal to the 

pre- course test. A compa rison of results determined the 

degree of improvement s t udent s made through the perfor

mance. 
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Evaluation 

An Evaluation Form , shown in Appendix II , was issued to 

every participant to determine their reactions to the 

programme after completing it . 

iii) Design 

Being a Learner Controlled programme , students were pro

vided with a common booking chart on which they could 

sign up for attendance times, most convenient to them . 

Operation of equipment and conduct of procedure was 

simplified through the use of job aids in the form of 

procedural steps and check lists. This ensured that 

the progranune was being conducted in the correct and 

most efficient manner possible. Individual progress 

charts were used for plotting Controlled and Assigned 

Reading results , and communication between students and 

course managers was maintained through a daily completion 

of Comment and Feedback sheets. (Appendix IIIa and IIIb) 

6 . 3 . 3.2 . Programme Results 

i) Learning 

The average initial speed of students on the Controlled 

Reader was 149 wpm , while their average final speed was 

315 wpm . (Wong 1979). Table III . l shows the average 

percentage change in students ' speed and REI on the 

Controlled Reader . 

Table III.l Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the Controlled Reader . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 8 + 50 +109 +225 100 
REI 8 +157 +244 +400 100 
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Statistical analysis of the gains made on the course 

indicate that these are significant at the 1 . 0% level 

cto . 01 , 7 = 2.998 , with to= 4 . 26 , to= 6 . 22 for speed 

and REI respectively} . 

ii) Results 

An assessment of the pre- and post-course test showed that 

the average pre-course speed was 173 wpm while the average 

post-course speed was 273 wpm . Table III . 2 shows the 

average percentage change in students ' speeds and REI as 

determined on the pre- and post- course tests . 

Table III . 2 Table showing average percentage change 

Speed 

REI 

of speed and REI on the pre- and post- course 

tests . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

8 0 +57 +157 88 

8 -80 +65 +319 50 

The t-test applied to paired comparisons of individual pre

and post-course speeds show that the differences are sig

nificant at the 1.0% level (to . 01 , 7 = 2 . 998, to= 3.05} . 

The same t - test applied to paired comparisons of the 

individual pre- and post- course REI show that the diff

erences are significant at the 10% level . This suggests 

that the +66% average change is not a real improvement. 

These results imply that while the students gained sig

nificant increases i n speed , this was achieved at the 

expense of comprehension. Thus the increases in REI were 

not highly significant. 
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iii) Behaviour 

As no official follow- up was conducted, it was difficult 

to judge the participants ' performance after the programme 

was completed . However, due to the existing circumstances 

surrounding the course , and the lack of experience in 

course managing, the post- course test was conducted only 

four months after the course. Therefore , the result from 

this test may be taken as an i ndication of the behaviour 

of participants after the course. 

iv) Students ' Reaction 

a) To the Course 

Using the Evaluation Form shown in Appendix II , it was 

concluded that students felt generally positive about the 

course. Table III . 3 shows the average responses of the 

students under the various aspects . 

Table III.3 . Table showing the average response to the 

various aspects of the Evaluation Form . 

(Appendix II). 

Using a five-poi~t scale where (1) is Very 

Dissatisfied and (5) is Very Satisfied 

Subject 

1 . Your orientation to the course 

2 . The degree to which the course objectives 
were specified 

3 . How well the course objectives were met 

4 . The standard set for the course 

5 . The general administration of the course 

6 . The effectiveness of the course manager 

7 . The pace set for the course 

8 . How well the course provided skil ls 
needed to improve your reading 

9 . The course as a whole 

n = 8 

Average 
Response 

3.75 

3.75 

3 . 5 

3.5 

4 . 0 

3 . 87 

3 . 75 

3 . 62 

3.62 
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The average reaction to the whole Evaluation Form was 

3 . 7, which indicated a positive response from the 

students . In comments made by students, it was interesting 

to note that many experienced difficulty in understanding 

the filmstrips from the EDL - MN Series. This was attri 

buted to a lack of vocabulary, especially in the foreign 

students . A suggestion to solve this problem was the 

development of a Vocabulary Preview so that difficult 

words were clarified and understood before starting on a 

filmstrip. 

Some criticism was also made of the 'Americanism ' of the 

filmstrips, since it tended to result in a lack of interest 

when reading them . This was noted ~y both the ethnic and 

foreign students . However, it must be recognised that the 

material applied on this course was identical to the ones 

applied in the two previous stages . Hence it was too soon 

to arrive at a conclusion on this matter . 

Students noted a marked difference in the standard of con

tents between the Controlled Reading and Assigned Reading 

exercises. Many felt that the latter was too easy, and 

a more comparable set of Controlled Reading exercises was 

recommended . 

b) To the Course Manager 

A generally positive response was n ade with regard to the 

two course managers . (see Table III . 3, Question 6). A 

recommendation, however, was that CT:Ore time and personal 

contact be given to participants who lacked steady pro

gress on the programme . 

6.3 . 3 . 3 . Discussion and Conclusions 

Being the first pilot study of the Effective Readi ng 

Prograrrune conducted in New Zealand , the Business Studies 

Course resulted in the, identification of certain weaknesses 
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in the programme ' s structure , contents and administration . 

One of the first problems facing this programme was the 

i nexperience of course managers in conducting the pro

gramme . Inadequate and ineffective feedback was implied 

through students ' reactions at the end of the course. 

General administration of the course could have also been 

improved as shown by the lateness in conducting the Post

Course test . 

The fact that 50% of the participants failed to improve in 

their REI by the end of the programme (see Table III.2) 

indicated that there was a major inadequacy in the pro

gramme . As identified by the majority of the foreign 

students, this was the lack of vocabulary they experienced 

in the Controlled Reading section. The comparative 

simplicity of the Assigned Reading section, further com

pounded this problem as students could not compromise 

their poor Controlled Reading results with the comparatively 

good Assigned Reading results . 

Thus , obvious changes were needed and these were implemented 

in the next stage of the Effective Reading Programme's 

development . 



6.3 . 4 . Stage 4 - Revised University Progranune 

6.3.4.1. Progranune Design 

i) Objectives 
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This phase in the Effective Reading Prograrrune's develop

ment is unique in that variations were made during this 

one stage to the programme's structure. The result was 

three models which differed in session length and 

course duration . 

Despite these differences all three models maintained the 

primary objective of increasing participants ' reading 

speed, while maintaining , if not improving , reading 

comprehension. The three models were conducted through 

a series of courses held at Massey University. Since 

these were opened to the entire campus , the target popu

lation for all programmes was mainly university students , 

as well as some teaching staff. 

ii) Structure 

Despite variations, the prograrrune structure remained the 

same throughout the three models of its existence . It 

comprised of five phases shown in Figure 6 . 

Diagnosis 

Post- Course 
Test 

Induction ..,_ ___ ~ Development 

Evaluation 

Figure 6. The sequential phases of the Revised University 

Programme . 

No TE:. ·. lhL Au-tL-lo,- +va,·nad WUY!>.fL ~Yft't: .. ip<.\nfs iV\ 

Sta9a.~ 3, I.I-, 5 at') d l:,; wh;/~ Cc,u.r~ Mdr'la.9u.s 

WLr4.. futiv'\1u:l ~ ~1~~~ 4 a.1/\d 5. 
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Diagnosis 
This involved the administering of a silent reading test , 

from the EDL - MN Efficiency Check , and an Attitude Scale 

(Appendix IV). The test determined the pre- course 

reading status of the student , while the Attitude Scale 

provided an insight into how the students felt about the 

course , before corrunencing it . Issued at this point the 

latter served as an indication of the mental set and 

expectations held by students. 

Induction 

The purpose of this phase was to train participants to 

operate the equipment and to correctly use the material 

on the course . It was carried out in two stages. 

The first stage involved a group orientation where the 

Course Manual containing the necessary information about 

the programme , its objectives, procedures and techniques 

was issued. The course manager outlined the contents 

of the manual , taking the opportunity to demonstrate 

the use of equipment . As the Induction was the only 

occasion where the students met as a group , the course 

manager encouraged discussion regarding misconceptions 

and doubts about the reading concept and the programme . 

This sharing of opinions and clarification of doubts 

served as an excellent anxiety reduction technique. It 

helped students feel more aware and relaxed about the 

forthcoming experience . 

Booking charts were presented to students for determin

ation of attendance times . Session swapping was also 

encouraged to promote greater flexibility . 
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The second stage in this Induction phase wa s when students 

arrived individually fo r their first session. By encourag 

ing the student to relate the actions of the course 

manager to the various job- aids, e .g. Projector Guide , 

the necessary confidence was instilled in students for 

handling a session on their own . This teach- and - show 

approach was maintained throughout the first and the 

second sessions . 

Development 

Despite variations within this stage, the four basic tech

niques of training were applied thr oughout the programmes 

involved. These were Tachistoscopic Training, Controlled 

Reading , Assigned Reading and Flexible Reading . The EDL 

Flash-X was used with X- 9 level cards fo r a maximum of 

five minutes in each session . I t s main purpose was that 

of a warm-up tool . 

This was 

Controlled Reading which utilized the LK and MN Series of 

films trips . A Vocabulary Preview consisting of a list of 

difficult words in each filmstrip was introduced to help 

overcome any vocabulary problems . By using a multiple 

choice type system , meanings of these words were determined 

prior to viewing the f ilmstrips . Increases in speed on the 

Controlled Reader were determined by a 70% comprehension 

criteria . The Guided Slot was applied until a speed of 

450 words per minute was reached. At this point, the Open 

Slot was applied to orientate participants to a more 

realistic reading condition. Finally, stabilization was 

implemented in the last quarter of filmstrips viewed . 

The Assigned Reading material was mostly obtained from 

DeLeeuw and DeLeeuw ' s Manual , "Read Better, Read Faster". 

Progress Charts were used in the Controlled and Assigned 

Reading Sections, to record participants ' results . The 

F l exible Reading was adapted from the EDL Skimming a nd 

Scanning Text and Workbook, which participants completed 

on their own . 
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Contact between students and course managers was maintained 

through a newer version of the Comment and Feedback Sheet. 

(Appendix V) . These were completed daily by the parties 

concerned. 

An up- dated version of the Controlled Reader , called the 

Combo- 8, was introduced into the programme after the third 

course in this series . While it did not alter the training 

effectiveness of this section , it resulted in time savings , 

especially with regard to threading and rewinding the film . 

Also the extra protection which surrounded the film

cassette provided additional security and confidence when 

using the material . 

Therefore, these were the main aspects of the programme 

which remained constant throughout this stage of its 

development . 

The variations which the programme incurred were mainly 

related to the duration of each session and length of each 

course. Model l consisted of courses 12% hours long, 

spread over 17 sessions of% hour each . Model 2 reduced 

the total time to 9% hours, spread over 13,% hour sessions. 

Finally, Model 3 comprised of ten , one hour long sessions . 

Thus a gradual reduction in the length of the courses was 

experienced, that is , from 17 to 13 to ten sessions. Daily 

attendance was required on all programmes. The result of 

these variations in length was a corresponding reduction 

in the total number of filmstrips completed. Thus Model 1 

saw the completion of 50 filmstrips, while Models 2 and 3 

saw the completion of approximately 25 filmstrips by the 

average student. 

Post- Course Test 

This involved the administration of an equal standard test , 

to the pre-course one. Comparison of the two results 

determined the degree of improvement made , as a result of 

the course . 
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Evaluation 

This final stag e involved the completion of an Evaluation 

Form and an At t itude Scale. The former involved assess.

ment of the co~rse and the course manager , (Shown in 

Appendix VI), Nhile the latter was ide ntical to the 

one presented at the Diagnosis Stage . Both these items 

determine d the students' reaction, which reflected on the 

programme ' s s~c cess. 

ii) Design 

As a Learner Controlled based programme, multiple job- aids 

were applied throughout the course. These included Con

trolled Reader Procedural Steps, Vocabulary Preview, 

Comment and F e edback sheets , Session and Equipment Check

lists , Students ' list of names and addresses and Proj e ctor 

Guide. 

More frequent contact and personal counselling was encour

aged. This was promoted through once- a - week meetings 

with students, and resulted in greater trust and openness 

between the s ~udents and course managers . 

Students learnt to control their own progress through the 

system of Comprehension Checks, criteria and Answer Keys . 

Knowledge of t he programme ' s objectives enabled partici

pants to work at their own pace and control their own 

sequence of l e arning . While session swapping was 

encouraged, s t udents had to ensure that not more than 

two sessions were allowed per day . Furthermore , an inter

val of four h ours was required between them. This was to 

avoid the fatigue factor from setting in, as it would have 

been counter-productive to the student's progress. 



6 . 3 . 4.2 . Programme Results 

i) Learning 
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An assessment of the students ' r esul ts on the Controlled 

Reader showed an average initial speed of 180 wpm, while 

the average final speed was 500 wpm. TabJe IV. l shows 

the average percentage change in speed and REI on the 

Controlled Reader. 

Table IV . l . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the Controlled Reade r . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Model l Speed 35 +180 +255 +273 100 

REI 35 - 10 + 78 +187 85 

12% hours 
17 sessions 

Model 2 Speed 25 + 50 +147 +22 3 100 

REI 25 - 25 + 93 +209 80 

9% hours 
13 sessions 

Model 3 Speed 40 + 59 +123 +183 100 

REI 40 - 15 +100 +170 85 

10 hours 
10 sessions 

Statistical analysis of the individual results (average 

results shown in Table IV . l) show that the average gains in 

speed and REI for the student on the Controlled Reader for 

a ll three models were highly significant . The to values 

for speed and REI for the various models are shown in 

Table IV . 2 
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Table IV.2 . Table showing the to values for the various 

models in the Controlled Reading r.esults . 

Number of to Significance 
Students Level 

Model l 35 19.2 < 0.1% 

Speed Model 2 25 22 . 8 < 0 . 1% 

Model 3 40 15 . 6 < 0 . 1% 

Model l 35 7 . 7 < 0 . 1% 

REI Model 2 25 3 . 9 < 0 . 1% 

Model 3 40 11.4 < 0 . 1% 

ii) Result 

The average pre- course and post-course speeds determined 

on the Pre- and Post-Course tests of all three models was 

211 wpm and 360 wpm respectively . Table IV . 3 shows the 

average percentage change in the students ' speeds and REI 

on the pre- and post-course tests. 

Table IV . 3 . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the Pre- and Post-Course 

Tests . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Model l Speed 35 - 3 + 82 +165 85 

REI 35 - 9 + 89 +204 89 
12% hours 
17 sessions 

Model 2 Speed 25 - 6 + 49 +127 80 

REI 25 +31 +103 +202 100 
9% hours 
13 sessions 

Model 3 Speed 40 +27 + 51 + 85 100 

REI 40 +38 +101 +148 100 
10 hours 
10 sessions 
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Statistical analysis of the individual results (average 

results shown in Table IV . 3) shows that the average gains 

made in speed and REI for the pre- and post- course test 

for all th~ee models were highly significant. The to 

values for speed and REI for the various models are 

shown in Table IV.4 . 

Table IV. 4 . Table showing the to values for the 

various models in the pre- and post-course 

results . 

Number of to Significance 
Students Level 

:·~odel 1 35 4.86 < 0 . 1% 

Speed :·!odel 2 25 4 . 9 < 0.1% 

~1odel 3 40 5.0 < 0.1% 

:·~odel l 35 6 . 58 < 0 . 1% 

REI ~·~odel 2 25 3 . 9 < 0 . 1% 

Yodel 3 40 4 . 9 < 0 . 1% 

The results on Table IV.3 indicate that little average 

change was found when altering the duration of the courses 

between 13 to 10 sessions. In fact more difference was 

found between these and the longest course of 17 sessions . 

The latter showed the smallest average percentage increase 

in REI , al though the average percentage speed gained was 

the highest . This suggests that students acquire mos t of 

their skills in the first 10 hours of the course. Beyond 

that , it appears that the improvement in REI stagnates , 

and is, in fact, likely to drop , as seen in Model One. 

Thus, even though speed does increase with training time , 

the drop in REI does not seem to warrant this practice. It 

implies that beyond a certain speed , more comprehension is 

l ost at the expense of the former . 
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Decrease in motivation levels could have also been a 

major influence on the results obtained in Model One. 

This is possibly since Model One was the longest 

programme of the three. (17 sessions compared to 13 

and 10 sessions) . Thus , this suggests that the ideal 

programme is one completed in two weeks~ (with a 

maximum of up to 2½ weeks). 

iii) Behaviour 

As no follow- up was conducted in any of the courses 

of the three models, this category of results does 

not apply. 

iv) Students ' Reaction 

a) To the Course 

A summary of the evaluation conducted after the course 

indicated that students h ad a fairly positive response 

to the programme . Table s I V.5 to IV.8 show the 

average responses from each of the three models, on 

the various aspects of the course . 

Table IV.5. (overleaf) Table showing the average pre

and post-course responses on the Atti~ude 

Scale . (Appendix IV) . 

Using a seven-point scale, e . g . (1) Interesting 

(7) Boring 
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Models 
Adjectives Pre Post Di fference 
Range 

1 Interesting - Boring 1.4 2 . 4 - 1 
2 2 . 4 2.4 0 
3 1.8 1. 2 +0 . 6 

1 Dynamic - Mechanistic 3 . 0 3 . 8 - 0.8 
2 3 . 0 2 . 6 +0.4 
3 2 . 6 3 . 0 - 0.4 

1 Attainable - Unattainable 2 . 6 2 . 8 - 0 . 2 
2 2 . 2 3 . 0 - 0 . 8 
3 2 . 2 1.2 +l.O 

1 Relaxed - Tense 5 . 2 3.2 +2 . 0 
2 3 . 8 2 . 8 +1.0 
3 3 . 0 2 . 0 +l.O 

l Original - Conventional 2 . 8 2 . 6 +0 . 2 
2 3 . 0 2.8 +0 . 2 
3 2.2 2.2 0 

l Flexible - Rigid 3 .0 2.6 +0 . 4 
2 2.4 2.2 +0 . 2 
3 3 . 0 2.4 +0 . 6 

1 Intensive - Shallow 1 . 8 2 . 0 +0 . 2 
2 2 . 0 2.8 - 0 . 8 
3 1 . 8 1.2 +0.6 

1 Systematic - Haphazard 1 . 0 1.6 +0.6 
2 2 . 0 2 . 4 - 0 . 4 
3 2 . 0 1.4 +0 . 6 

1 Challenging - Routine 1.6 2.4 - 0 . 8 
2 2 . 0 2 . 6 - 0 . 6 
3 1 . 2 1.2 0 

1 Informal - Formal 4 . 2 2 . 4 +1. 8 
2 2.4 2.2 +0 . 2 
3 2.8 1.8 +l . O 

1 Supporting - Hostile 1 . 6 2 . 4 - 0 . 8 
2 1 . 6 2 . 8 - 1 . 2 
3 2.0 1.6 +0 . 4 

1 Efficient - Inefficient 1 . 8 1.8 0 
2 1 . 6 3 .2 - 1.6 
3 1.2 1.2 0 

to be continued 
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Models 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Adjectives 
Range 

Participative - Passive 

Ambitious - Unambitious 

n = Model 1 35 
Model 2 25 
Model 3 45 
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Pre Post Difference 

1 . 6 2 . 2 - 0 . 6 
1 . 6 2 . 4 - 0 . 8 
1 . 0 1 . 4 - 0 . 4 

2 . 0 2 . 2 -0 . 2 
2 . 2 2 . 8 -0.6 
1.4 1.8 - 0 . 4 

Table IV.6 . Table showing students ' average responses to 

the Evaluation Form (Appendix VI). 

Model One 

Model Two 

Model Three 

Question 1: My Reaction to the Course . 

Using a scale of (1) to (9) , (1) being 

Fully Rewarding (9) being Totally Unrewarding 

Average Response 

2.2 

3 . 2 

2.4 
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Table IV.7 . Table showing students ' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form. (Appendix VI). 

Question 2 (i) : My Reaction to Other 

Aspects of the Course . 

Models 

l 

2 

3 

l 

2 

3 

l 

2 

3 

r 
2 

3 

l 

2 

3 

l 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

Using a seven point scale, e . g . (1) Fully 

Satisfied (7) Totally dissatisfied. 

Aspects Average 
Response 

2 . 6 

Induction 3 . 0 

1.4 

1 . 4 

Course Structure 2 . 4 

1.4 

1.4 

Controlled Reading Section 1.4 

1.4 

3 . 2 

Assigned Reading Section 2.6 

3 . 4 

2.8 

Flexible Reading Section 2.0 

3.0 

1 . 6 

Flash- X Section 2.2 

1 . 2 

2.4 

Pace of Course 3 . 0 

1 . 4 

to be continued 
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Models Aspects 

l 

2 

3 

Learner Controlled Aspect 

l 

2 

3 

Room Layout 

n = Model l 35 

Model 2 25 

Model 3 45 

9 2 . 

Average 
Response 

2.6 

2 . 4 

2 . 2 

3 . 4 

1.4 

3 . 4 
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Table IV . 8 . Table showing the students' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form. (Appendix VI) . 

Question 2 (ii) : Usefulness of Documents . 

Models 

l 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Using a s cale of (1) to (5) , (1) being 

Very Useful , (5) being Not Useful at all. 

Subject 

Procedural Steps for Controlled 
Reading Section 

Timetable Sheet for Course 

Comment Sheet 

Feedback Sheet 

Vocabulary Preview 

Students ' list of addresses and 
telephone numbers 

Equipment Checklist 

Session Checklist 

Projector Guide 

Average 
Response 

1 . 8 
2 . 2 
2.4 

1.0 
1.8 
1 . 6 

1 . 6 
2 . 4 
1.8 

1 . 6 
1 . 8 
1 . 6 

2 . 4 
2 . 2 
2 . 6 

3 . 6 
3.8 
3 . 6 

2 . 6 
3 . 4 
4.4 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 
1 . 8 

n = Model 1 35 
Model 2 25 
Model 3 45 
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Table IV . 5 shows that the average d i fferences between the 

pre- and post- course attitudes were - 0.02 , - 0.3, 0 . 24 for 

Models 1 , 2 and 3 respectively. This indicates that 

students ' atti tudes deteriorated on Models 1 and 2 , albeit 

very slightly , while it improved on Model 3 . 

Table IV . 6 indicates that , in general, all courses were 

felt to be rewarding in all models . 

Table IV. 7 shows that the aspect viewed most favourable 

in the progranune was the Controlled Reading section (with 

a l l three models averaging 1 . 4 on the scale), while the 

aspect viewed least favourabl e was the Assigned Reading 

section (with all three models averaging 3. 1 on the 

scale) . The latter confirmed that insufficient emphasis 

was being placed on the exercises conducted outside the 

session . 

Table IV . 8 indicates that the range to which the various 

documents were being viewed in usefulness. A summary of 

the three models indicates that the Timetable Sheet was 

the most useful (1 . 5 on the scale), which the students' 

list of addresses and telephone numbers was felt to be 

least useful (3.7 on the scale) . The latter may have 

been attributed to the low frequency of session- swapping. 
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b ) To the Course Manage r 

A summary of the evaluations conducted on the Course 

Manager at the e nd o f the programme indicated that students 

had a very positive reaction to them . Tables IV . 9 and 

IV . 10 show the a verage responses to the different aspects 

of course managi ng . 

Table IV . 9 . Tabl e showing the students ' average r e sponses 

to t he Evaluation Form. (Appendix VI) . 

Question 3A: Effectiveness in terms of the 

thre e roles . 

Models 

1 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

Usi ng a nine- point scale of effectiveness , 

i . e . (1 ) being Fully Effective , (9) bei ng 

Completely Ineffective . 

Role 

Manager 

Moti·l'ato r 

Resource Person 

Average 
Response 

1 . 2 
2.2 
1 . 6 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 
1 . 4 

1 . 6 
2 . 0 
2 . 4 

n = Model l 35 
Model 2 25 
Model 3 40 
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Table IV . 10 . Table showing the students ' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form (Appendix VI) . 

Question 3B : How well the Course Manager 

conducted the Programme. Using a seven-

Model 

1 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

pdnt scale , e . g. (1) Committed, (7) Uncommitted. 

Adjectives Scale 

Committed - Uncommitted 

Dynamic - Mechanistic 

Relaxed - Tense 

Flexible - Rigid 

Open-minded - Opinionated 

Helpful - Unhelpful 

Decisive - Vague 

Sound Humour - Humourless 

Accessible - Aloof 

Sincere - Insincere 

Confident - Lacks confidence 

Average 
Response 

1 .2 
2 . 0 
1 . 6 

2 . 8 
3 .2 
1 . 8 

2 . 2 
2 . 0 
1 . 4 

1 .2 
2.2 
l .6 

1 . 4 
1 . 8 
1 .8 

1 . 2 
1 . 6 
1 .2 

1 . 8 
2 . 2 
1 . 8 

2 . 0 
2. 4 
2 . 4 

l . 6 
2 . 2 
1 .4 

1 . 2 
1 . 6 
1.4 

1 . 4 
2 . 0 
l .4 

to be continued 
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Model 

l 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

l 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Adjecti ves Scale 

Frank - Guarded 

Tactful - Tactless 

Patient - Impatient 

Accepting - Rejecting 

Formal - Informal 

Enthusiastic - Unenthusiastic 

97. 

Average 
Response 

2 . 0 
1.8 
1 . 6 

1 . 6 
1 . 8 
1.4 

1 . 4 
1 . 8 
1 . 2 

1.8 
1 . 8 
1 . 6 

5 . 6 
5.0 
3.4 

1.6 
2 . 4 
1.4 

n = Model 1 35, Model 2 25, Model 3, 40 . 

Table IV. 9 points out the three roles a course manager 

plays in the programme . As a manager , he was responsible 

for the general administration of the programme . As a 

motivator he was responsible for reinforcing participants 

through various strategie s on the programme. Finally , 

as a resource person , the course manager was responsible 

for instructing and guiding the student through the 

programme , based on his knowledge of reading and LCI . 

~rom Table IV . 9 thus it was shown that the course managers 

were viewed favourabl y in thei r effectiveness . These were 

three individuals who undertook the roles of course mana

gers , a l mo st corresponding ly to the occurrence of the 

d i fferent models. 
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Table IV . 10 showed again that the three course managers 

conducted the programmes very well . The experience of 

being students themselves, prior to becoming course 

managers served to make an impact on their effectiveness . 

Furthermore, an appreciation of the theoretical concepts 

underlying the programme added to their ability in 

dealing with students . 

6 . 3 . 4 . 3. Discussion and Conclusions 

This stage of the Effective Reading Programme showed the 

important fact that a majority of the skills which the 

average student acquired took place in the first 10 hours 

of the programme . Beyond that point, a continuing invest

ment on time, resulted in a diminishing return on compre

hension l evels . 

This progranune also stressed the importance of the use of 

the REI as opposed to the result of speed only . As the 

latter was a partial aspect of the reading process , it was 

sometimes quite deceptive , as shown in the results of the 

first model . (Table IV . 3). 

Greater experience in conducting the progranune resulted in 

more efficient and effective handling of the progranune . 

This was shown in the students ' reaction to the course and 

the course managers . 

The Attitude Scale showed that , in general , students found 

the programme a positive experience . However, stricter 

discipline and monitoring was required in areas of Assigned 

and Flexible Reading. The Evaluation forms also suggested 

that some of the job-aids had become redundant in the 

progranune . The Vocabulary Preview implemented for the 

first time in this programme revealed that most of the 

ethnic students did not require this job- a i d , although it 

proved very useful to the foreign students. 
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rn general, however , this stage of the Effective Reading 

Programme was a success, especial l y in the increased 

knowledge it added to the programme . 

6 . 3.5. Stage 5-Finance Reading Programme 

6 . 3.5 . 1. Progranune Design 

i) Objectives 

Held towards the end of 1980 , Stage 5 of the Effective 

Reading Programme ' s development consisted of a programme 

conducted at a national finance organisation. It involved 

middle and lower management executives, whose objective 

in the programme was to improve their reading speed by at 

least 40%, without impairing their existing levels of 

comprehension. 

ii) Structure 

The progranune was comprised of six phases, Diagnosis, 

Induction, Development, Post- Course Test, Evaluation and 

Folow- Up . This is illustrated in Figure 7. 

_o_i_a_g_n_o_s_i_·_s_..-- ---~i · Induction~I------'! Development ~r 
,, 

L Post Course 
1 Evaluation ~ Follow-Up I Test 

Figure 7 . The Sequential Phases of the Finance Reading 

Programme . 

Diagnosis 

This comprised of the silent reading test issued t o determine 

the students ' exi sting reading skills in terms of speed and 

comprehension. 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 
LIBRA'.:Y 
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Induction 

This involved the presentation of the Induction booklet 

and Progranune Manual to students . The former contained 

information on the progranune ' s objectives and benefits, 

while the latter explained the procedures and use of 

equipment on the course. A brief introduction of the 

reading concept was also included in the Induction 

Booklet. 

This was followed by a Group induction , to clarify the 

progranune ' s objectives , and to reduce the anxiety in 

students by answering doubts and queries about the pro

grarrune. Since this was conducted in-house, the partici

pants were found to be generally more open and relaxed 

which thus facilitated discussions. 

At the end of the Induction session, two types of Attitude 

Scales were presented for students to complete . One was 

to determine the general feelings about the course (see 

Appendix IV) , while the other was to determine the students ' 

pre-course feelings about the reading effectiveness 

concept (Appendix VII) . 

Demonstration of equipment operation and session procedure 

was repeated when the students arrived for their first 

course session. Other aspects of the programme techniques 

were also explained, with the use of job- aids and check

lists. As the course manager was based in the same room 

as the course itself, queries were answered immediately , 

and students ' correct actions were reinforced frequently. 
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The first session of students ' programmes were also oppor

tunities for the course manager to examine students' 

reading habits and mannerisms. This frequently identified 

the presence of poor reading habits, which went unnoticed 

in the initial diagnosis.
4 

Development 
This phase compri s ed of ten, one hour sessions , which were 

completed in five days . Students thus attended two sessionns 

a day , while ensuring that four hours prevailed between 

any two sessions. 

The four activities of Tachistoscopic training , Controlled 

Reading, Assigned Reading and Flexible Reading were used in 

this programme . The related material applied for each 

activity remained identical to that of the Revised Univer

sity Programme . The t ime limit for Flash- X practice was 

five minutes at t he start of every session, although this 

became optional a s the student progressed. 

The EDL - LK and :,fN Series of f limstrips were used in Con

trolled Reading although a minimum of 25 filmstrips were 

required for completion of the course. A comprehension 

level of 70% was applied as the criteria for speeq 

increases , but t h e challenge of an 80% comprehension cri

teria was also e ncouraged. The Guided Slot was used 

from the start, b ut changed to the Open Slot once the 

speed of 450 words per minute was achieved . Stabilization 

was applied in the last quarter of the filmstrips viewed. 

The Assigned Reading and Flexible Reading sections were 

conducted as homework, with Progress Charts used in the 

former , to measure the degree of transfer from the Control

led Reading section. 

IX 
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Post-Course Test 

This was issued to students on completion of the Develop

ment stage. Comparison of its results, to the 

Pre- Course one , determined the degree of improvement in 

reading efficiency. 

Evaluation 

This involved the administration of the two Attitude Scales 

presented in the Induction stage, as well as two Evalua

tion forms . Comparison of the pre- and post-course 

responses in the Attitude Scales, and an analysis of the 

Evaluation Forms indicated the impact of the progranune 

on the students ' feelings. The additional Evaluation 

Form pre sented was that of Students ' Evaluation of the 

Effective Reading Programme. (Appen dix VIII). It was 

issued to students to gain a more detailed insight into 

the efficiency and effectiveness of t he programme . 

A general discussion between course manage rs and students 

was al s o held to surrunarize their opin ions of the Effective 

Reading Programme. 

Follow-Up 

This was conducted four months after the programme was 

completed. It consisted of a test similar to the pre

and post-course ones. Comparison of the results reflec

ted the degree to which the reading skills had been 

retained by the students. 

iii) Design 

Similar to the previous stages of the Effective Reading 

Programme , the fundamentals of the LCI concept were 

applied to maximise students' learning on the course. 

Objectives were clearly set at the start of the course, 
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and participants were encouraged t o work at their own 

pace . The job-aids included in the progr amme were 

similar to that of Stage 4 - Revised University Pro

gramme . Due to the continuing presence of the course 

manager in the course room, students took the opport

unity to draw as much knowledge and information from 

her . Personalised reinforcement and counselling was 

also made possible through this arrangement . The 

result was a more open and warm atmosphere , which 

students thrived in . 

6 . 3.5.2 . Progranune Results 

i) Learning 

A summary of the Controlled Reading sections indicated 

that students had an average initial speed of 259 wpm 

and an average final speed of 608 wpm . Table v.1. shows 

the average percentage change in Controlled Reading 

speed and REI of these students . 

Table V. l . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the Controlled Reader. 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 7 +60 +143 +216 100 

REI 7 +87 +213 +337 100 

The results from Table V. l . indicate that the increases 

made o n the Controlled Reader in terms of speed and REI 

are highly significant , with all participants encoun

tering an increase in these areas . 
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iii ) Results 

A surrunary of the results on the Pre- and Post- Course tests 

indicated an average pre- course speed of 293 wpm , while 

the average post- course speed was 535 wpm . Tab.le V. 2 

shows the average percentage change between the pre- and 

post-course test in terms of speed and cc~ prehension . 

Table V. 2. Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI between the pre- and post

course test . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 7 +40 + 86 +142 100 

REI 7 +67 +125 +192 100 

The t - test applied to paired comparison of individual pre

and post- course speeds shows that the differences are sig

nificant at the 0.1% level (to . 001 , 6 = 5 • 208, to= 5 . 94). 

This means that the percentage change between pre- and post

course speeds is a real improvement . 

Similar results were obtained for the t - test applied to 

paired comparison of pre- and post- course REI (to= 5.75) . 

iii) Behaviour 

An assessment of the follow- up study conducted on the 

seven participants showed an average reading speed of 454 

wpm . 
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Tabl e V. 3 shows the average percentage change in speed 

and REI between the post- course test and follow- up study 

conducted on the participants of the programme . 

Table V. 3 . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI between the post- course 

test and follow-up study . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 7 - 27 - 15 +13 14 

REI 7 - 29 - 6 +26 29 

The t - test applied to paired comparison of the individual 

post- course and follow- up speeds shows that t~e differences 

are significant at the 5 . 0% level . (to . 05 , 6 = 1 . 943 , 

to= - 2.55) . This result indicates that there may have 

been a real drop between students ' post-course and follow

up speeds . The same t - test applied to paired comparison 

of individual post- course and follow- up REI, shows that 

the differences are significant at the 10% level . (to . 1 , 

6 = 1 . 44 , to= - 1 . 53) . This result suggests that there 

is no real drop between the students ' post- course and 

follow-up REI . 

iv) Students ' Reactions 

a) To the Course 

Reaction to the course was obtained from four documents , 

namely the general Attitude Scale (Appendix IV), Reading 

Effectiveness At titude Scale (Appendix VII) , general 

Evaluation Form (Appendix VI) , and Student ' s Eval uation 

of the Effective Reading Prograrrane (Appendix VIII) . 
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Tables V.4 to v . 11 show the average response of partici

pants to the programme. 

Table V.4 . Table showing the average pre- and post- course 

responses on the Attitude Scale . (Appendix IV) 

Using a seven point scale e.g. (1) Interesting 

(7) Boring. 

Adjectives Scale Pre Post Difference* 

Interesting - Boring 2 . 2 1.7 +0.5 

Dynamic - Mechanistic 4 . 0 2 . 8 +1 . 2 
Attainable - Unattainable 1.9 2.2 -0.3 
Relaxed - Tense 3.0 3 . 5 - 0 . 5 
Original - Conventional 2.7 2 . 5 +0.2 

Flexible - Rigid 2.8 2. 8 0 
Intensive - Shallow 1.6 1.5 +O.l 

Systematic - Haphazard 1 . 8 2. 4 - 0.6 

Challenging - Routine 1.6 1.4 +0 . 2 

Informal - Formal 2.1 2.0 +0.1 

Supporting - Hostile 2 . 6 2. 0 +0.6 

Efficient - Inefficient 2.7 2. 8 - 0.1 

Participative - Passive 2.0 2. 4 - 0.4 
Ambitious - Unambitious 2.4 2. 4 0 

n = 7 

* The plus and minus signs i ndicate a positive and 

negative change in reactions respectively . 
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Table V. 5 . Table showing the average pre- and post- course 

responses on the Reading Effectiveness Attitude 

Scale. (Appendix VII). 

Using a seven point scale, e . g . (1) Important 

(7) Unimportant . 

Adjectives Scale Pre Post Differenc e* 

Important - Unimportant 1 . 5 1.9 -0.4 

Knowledgeable - Ignorant 3 . 2 1. 2 +2.0 

Interesting - Boring 2.2 1.5 +0 . 7 

Versatile - Rigid 2.7 2.0 +0 . 7 

Dynamic - Routine 3.5 3.0 +o . 5 

Challenging - Monotonous 2.0 1.25 +0 . 75 

Complex - Simple 2.7 3.5 -0.8 

Realistic - Unrealistic 2.5 1 . 7 +0 . 8 

Useful - Useless 1 . 7 1.7 0 

Integrated - Diverse 2 . 5 1.7 +0 . 8 

Attainable - Unattainable 2.0 1. 2 +0 . 8 

Efficient - Inefficient 2.5 1.7 +0.8 

Effective - Ineffective 2 . 7 1.2 +1.5 

n = 7 

* The plus and minus signs indicate a positive and 

negative change in reactions respectively. 
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Table V. 6 . Table showing students ' average response 

to the Evaluation Form. (Appendix VI). 

Question 1: My reaction to the Course . 

Using a scale of (1) to (9), (1) being 

Fully Rewarding, (9) being Totally 

Unrewarding. 

Number of students involved was 7. 

Average Response was 2 . 4. 

Tab l e V. 7. Table showing students ' average response 

to the Evaluation Form (Appendix VI) . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5 . 

6. 

7. 

8 . 

9. 

Question 2 (i) : My reaction to other 

Aspects of the Course . 

Using a scale of (1) to (7), (1) being 

Fully Satisfied (7) being Totally Dissat

isfied. 

Aspects Average Response 

Induction 

Course Programme 

Controlled Reading Section 

Assigned Reading Section 

Flexible Reading Section 

Flash-X Section 

Pace of Course 

Learner Controlled Aspect 

Room Layout 

n = 7 

3 . 5 

2.0 

1.5 

3.2 

3.2 

2.0 

4 . 2 

2.0 

3 . 6 
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Table V. 8. Table showing students ' average response 

to the Evaluation Form . (Appendix VI) . 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

5. 

6 . 

7 . 

8 . 

9 . 

Question 2 (ii) : Usefulness of documents 

on the Course . 

Using a five - point scal e, e . g . (1) Very 

Useful , (5) Not Useful at all . 

Subject 

Procedural steps for Controlled 
Reading Section 

Timetable Sheet 

Comment Sheet 

Feedback Sheet 

Vocabulary Review 

List of addresses and telephone 
numbers 

Equipment Checklist 

Session Che cklist 

Projector Guide 

n = 7 

Average Response 

2 . 6 

2 . 0 

1.5 

1 .5 

2.8 

3.8 

4 . 2 

1.5 

3 . 0 
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Table V. 9 . Table showing students' average response 

to the Evaluation of the Effective Reading 

Progranune . (Appendix VIII). Course 

Effectiveness Section . 

Using a seven-point scale, e . g. (1) Irrel

evant , (7) Very Relevant . 

Question 

1 . Relevance of objectives 

2 . Contribution to Self - develop
ment programmes 

3 . Programme ' s ability to increase 
reading effectiveness 

4. Programme Design 

n = 7 

Average Response 

4 . 67 

5.33 

5 . 67 

4.67 

Table V. 10 . Table showing students ' average response to 

the Evaluation of the Effective Reading 

Programme. (Appendix VIII). Course 

Efficiency Section. 

1 . 

2. 

3 . 

4 . 

Using a seven-point scale , e.g . (1) Very 

Badly , (7) Very Well 

Question 

Achievement of objectives 

Suitability of techniques 

Suitability of programme design 

Usefulness of information in 
Pre- Course stage 

n = 7 

Average Response 

4 . 67 

5 . 67 

5.33 

4 . 67 
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Table showing students ' average response to 

the Evaluation of Effective Reading Pro

gramme . (Appendix VIII) . Concepts Know

ledge Section. 

Using a five- point scale , e . g . ( - 10) Too 

Little, (+10) Too ~uch . 

Question Average Response 

Knowledge about reading 

Knowledge about LCI 

+ 3 . 5 

+ 2 . 5 

Tabl e V. 4 indicates that students maintained a generally 

positive attitude throughout the pre- and post- course 

Attitude Scales . A positive change was also seen on more 

of the attitudes at the end of the programme . 

Table V. 5 shows that highly significant improvements in 

attitudes took place, regarding the concept of Reading 

Effectiveness as a result of experiencing the programme . 

Table V. 6 shows that students felt that the programme was 

rewarding to them . 

Table V. 7 indicates that some definite changes were 

required in certain aspects of the programme . The most 

unsatisfactory aspect was that of the pace of the course . 

This was partly unavoidable since the organisation con

cerned had requested for a one week programme . However , 

it suggested the course was too tensed and haphazard , 

as refl ected by the Attitude Scale . (See Table V. 4 . ) 
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Other points of dissatisfaction included the room layout , 

induction, assigned reading section and flexible reading 

section. However , the most satisfactory aspect was the 

Controlled Reading Section. 

Table V. 8 stressed the redundancy of the equipment check

list and the list of student addresses and telephone 

numbers. Apart from these , however , participants gener

ally felt that the documents applied were ~seful to them. 

Table V. 9 indicates that after the course students felt 

positively about the progranune ' s effectiveness . 

Similarly, Table V.10 indicates that the progranune was 

conducted very efficiently. 

Finally, Table V. 11 shows that the amount of knowledge 

imparted was significantly close to being j ust right , 

on the adequate side of the scale . 

b) To the Course Manager 

A summary of the evaluation conducted on t he course mana

ger at the end of the programme, indicated t hat students 

felt positively about this aspect of the programme. 

Tables V. 12 and V.13 show students ' average responses to 

the different aspects of the course manager ' s partici

pation in the course. 
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Table V. 12 . Table showing the average response to the 

Evaluation Form. (Appendix VI). 

Role 

a) Manager 

b) Motivator 

Question 3A: Effectiveness in terms of 

the three roles . 

Using a nine-point scale , e . g . (1) Fully 

Effective, (9) Completely Ineffective. 

Average Response 

c) Resource person 

2 . 3 

1 . 7 

2 . 3 

n = 7 
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Table V. 13 . Table showing the average response to the 

Evaluation Form . ( Appendi x VI) . 

Question 3B : How well the course manager 

conducted the programme . 

Using a seven- point scale , e . g. (1) Committed 

(7) Uncommitted . 

Adjectives Scale 

Committed - Uncommitted 

Dynamic - Mechanistic 

Relaxed - Tense 

Flexible - Rigid 

Open- minded - Opinionated 

Helpful - Unhelpful 

Decisive - Vague 

Sound hwnour - Humourless 

Accessible - Aloof 

Sincere - Insincere 

Confident - Lacks confidence 

Frank - Guarded 

Tactful - Tactless 

Patient - Impatient 

Accepting - Rejecting 

Formal - Informal 

Enthusiastic - Unenthusiastic 

n = 7 

Average 
Response 

1 . 2 

3.0 

2 . 7 

2 . 2 

2 . 1 

1 . 2 

2 . 5 

2 . 7 

2 . 0 

1.4 

2.0 

2 . 1 

1 . 4 

1.1 

1.2 

4 . 8 

1.5 

Tabl e V. 12 shows that the course manager was very effective 

in the three roles of manager , motivator and rei nforcer. 
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Table V.13 shows that the course manager performed well 

in all aspects of conducting the course . The high score 

of 4 . 8 on the Formal - Informal aspect was a desirable 

one . 

6.3 . 5.3 . Discussion and Conclusions 

As a progranune, the Finance Reading course was a success . 

The results achieved in this programme were the highest 

up to this point of the Prograrrune ' s development . Since 

no change was made to the programme design, it is the 

author ' s opinion that this was due to the in-house 

conditions under which the programme took place . 

The familiar environment and the relaxed atmosphere enabled 

students to achieve high but realistic goals . Strong 

personal motivation levels were observed and this was 

another possible reason for the student ' s performance. 

Thus, these factors indicated the importance of the design 

of the programme . 

Recommendations to the progranune mainly involved a change 

in emphasis within the various activities and materials . 

Also while the course manager received positive responses 

from participants in the Evaluation Form, a greater degree 

of professionalism was required . 
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6 . 3 . 6 . Stage 6 - Enterp rise Reading Progranune 

6 . 3 . 6 . 1 . Prograrrme Design 

i) Objectives 

The major objectives of this programme were to improve 

participants ' reading efficiency by increasing both speed 

and comprehension and to develop flexible reading skills 

of skirruning and scanning . A guarantee of 40% improvement 

in the Reading Efficiency Index was offered as part of 

the programme ' s objectives . 

As an adult reading improvement course, the minimum age 

of students was set at 16 years . A majority of the 

resultant target population was made, between the ages 

of 25 to 35 years . Many were from the corrunercial sector 

of society with academic qualifications ranging from 

secondary school to tertiary level . 

ii) Structure 

Six phases formed the structure of this programme . Figure 

8 below illustrates their relationship and sequence . 

Induction Development 

Evaluation Certification i--~ Follow-up 

Figure 8. The sequential phases of the Enterprise Reading 

Programme . 

Diagnosi s 

Thi s invol ved a two part process to determine the partici

pants ' pre- course reading ability . The f i rst part was a 

general pre- course rest , which determined the reader ' s 

speed and comprehension. Th e second part i nvol ved the 
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completion of a Personal Reading Habit Data Chart (Appe~dix 

IX) , which identified the positive and negative reading 

mannerisms held by the reader. A brief interview was also 

conducted , to determine the possibility of other traini~g 

problems. These related to areas of remedial reading o~ 

poor language skills . Individuals having these and sL-:il

ar characteristics were screened out of the prograrrune , 

which ensured that the student population was being 

capably catered for . 

Induction 

This was conducted in two stages . The first stage was when 

accepted applicants were presented with a folder , contain

ing the Induction Manual, a Flexible Reading booklet, a 

Pre- Course Attitude Scale and Pre- Course Skirrming and 

Scanning Tests. The manual consisted of information o~ 

the prograrrune ' s objectives, structure and equipment oper

ation . A section on goal- setting was included , so thac 

students could set a goal for their reading improvemenc . 

This encouraged students to participate in their learr.ing, 

which formed the basis of the programme design . A Cor::pet

ency Check was included at the end of the Manual to test 

the students ' understanding of its contents . 

The Flexible Reading Booklet was essentially an introc~ction 

to the art of skimming and scanning . This comprised of 

definitions and explanations of the procedures involved . 

The tests which followed were used to determine the 

students ' existing ability in skimming and scanning. 

Finally , the pre- course Attitude Scale provided an indic

ation of the students ' expectations before the start of 

the programme . 

The second stage of the Induction phase started with the 

first of the ten sessions that students attended indivi d 

ually . During this session a re-introduction and e xplan-
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ation of the progranune ' s objectives , s tructure and design 

was made . Queries , anxieties and doubts were discussed 

and clarified. 

A review of the goal set by the student was made to ensure 

that a realistic and attainable target was determined . 

Also by talking about it, greater commitment from the 

student was obtained towards the progranune. A Learning 

Contract (Appendix X) was next discussed . This involved 

a document , aimed at clarifying the student ' s and course 

manager ' s responsibilities . The agreed- to goal was note d 

in this contract . Students were then directed to an 

acoustically p added cubicle which they could work in. 

A step- by- step teach and show demonstration of the course ' s 

activities was conducted , until the student became 

confident enough to carry out a session on his own. Job 

aids were referred to frequently, for better transfer of 

learning. 

Development 

This was another two-part phase involving Tachistoscopic 

Training, Controlled Reading and Flexible Reading on one 

hand, and Assigned Reading on the other. 

Part One of the programme consisted of ten one hour sess

ions, during which time students practised the first 

three activities . The Flash- X was treated as a prelim

inary exercise, conducted for a maximum of three minutes . 

X- 9 level cards for adults were used , and participants 

recorded their progress on set Record Sheets (Appendix XI) . 

Controlled Reading comprised of viewing a minimum of 25 

filrnstrips over ten sessions. The EDL Series LK , KL and 

MN were available, although participants usual ly started 

on the lower level series (LK or KL), moving onto the 

higher one (MN) when the f i rst was completed . Depending 
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on the pace of the individual, the number of film5trips 

completed ranged between two to four per session. The 

70% comprehension criteria was applied throughout the 

programme, although some students were challenged to 

meet a more difficult criteria if this benefitea them 

e . g . achieving 70% comprehension on two consecuti•;e film

strips , or an 80% comprehension in order to move ~pin 

speed . The Guided Slot presentation style was applied 

from the initial stages of the programme, until a speed 

of 450 words per minute was obtained. The changeover to 

the Open Slot presentation was also encouraged when a 

remainder of three sessions was left without any ;:>assibility 

of the participant achieving the speed of 450 word s per 

minute on the Controlled Reader . Stabilization was intro

duced in the last quarter of the filmstrips viewed, thus 

coinciding with the application of the Open Slot . 

Flexible Reading was a more strongly emphasised a2tivity 

in this programme, especially where students ider.~ified a 

greater need for these skills in the business world . 

Skill s trained were those of two types of skimmin~ and 

scanning. Thirty second interval beeps were used for the 

skimming exercises , while stop watches were used =or the 

scanning sections. Special progress charts with plotted 

graphs were provided for each type of selective reading 

technique. These were obtained from the EDL - Sk..irnming 

and Scanning Workbook. The purpose of this wast~ enable 

students to compare themselves against average reader ' s 

progress. Completion of ten lessons was required by the 

end of the programme, and it was carried out either before 

or after the controlled reading activity . 
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Part Two of the programme involved the completion of 20 

Assigned Reading exercises over the same period of 

session days . They were directed at maximising transfer 

of training by providing additional practice to the 

Controlled Reader, as well as exercises which were in 

normal print. Conducted outside session time itself, 

this activity required the same corrunitment from partici

pants , in terms of speed and comprehension charts . The 

three sources from which these e xercises were drawn ~ 

were Waldman "Rapid Reading Made Simple" (1958) , DeLeeuw 

and DeLeeuw "Read Faster , Read Better (1965) , and Spache 

and Berg "The Art of Efficient Reading" (1966) . 

Evaluation 

This consisted of the administration of the post-course 

tests and the Evaluation and Attitude scale forms . The 

post-course tests were comprised of checks for reading, 

as well as skirruning and scanning. The Evaluation form 

(see Appendix XII) was modified sl ightly, but the Attitude 

Scale was identical to those presented in the previous 

stages of the Effective Reading Programme . A comparison 

of the data from these documents provided quantitative 

and qualitative information , which indicated the degree 

of success of the programme . 

Certification 

This involved the presentation of a Certificate of Achieve

ment which noted the student ' s improvement in the Reading 

Efficiency Index. 

Follow- Up 

This was conducted in the second and third month , after 

the progranune ' s end . It comprised of two sets of exercises 

which checked the retention of students ' skills , by pro

viding exercises similar to the Assigned Readi ng section. 
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Each set contained 15 articles, which participants com

pleted over three weeks . In this way, students became 

aware of their e xisting ability which thus prompted a 

more concerted effort for maintaining their skills . 

iii) Design 

As a professional prograrnme , the Enterprise Reading course 

developed and acquired more refined techniques and methods 

of learner- controlled administration . 

Firstly, commitment to the prograrrune was instilled, 

through the goal- setting section in the Induction Manual. 

Next, the Learning Contract encouraged participants to 

voice their preferences and areas of needs, which could 

be concentrated on . As a result,prograrnmes could be 

designed to give their individual reading needs more emph

asis . This direct involvement from the start , coupled 

with constant encouragement for students to make their 

own decisions , resulted in greater participation on the 

course . The latter was especially noticeable in situat

ions of resource variety and self-pacing. For instance , 

a student could decide to leave the Vocabulary Preview 

if he felt he knew the meanings of the words in a flim

strip. The Flash- X was optional after the first week of 

the prograrnme . Or, the student could decide to view 

four filmstrips instead of the recommended two , if he 

felt that he could gain from it. Four filmstrips was, 

however, the maximum allowed to avoid fatigue from 

setting in . 

As participants were required to attend the course at the 

Programme centre, attendance was usually once a day , at 

a time most convenient to them . Hours of office extended 

from 7 a .m. to 8 p . m. daily, and five Combo-8' s were 

available at all times . Thus, students had sufficient 

flexibility to choose a time to suit themselves and their 

organisations . 
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Participants were also allowed to attend the programme 

for more than the two weeks (10 sessions) allotted . 

This occurred fairly frequently because of the character

istic of the commercial- business population. In such 

situations the course manager encouraged the reading of 

additi onal Assigned Reading exercises , and promoted the 

attendance of more t han ten sessions . 

Techniques of self - measurement identical to those of the 

earlie r editions of the Programme were used . In addition 

a more organised and better documented method of progress 

charting was introduced. This comprised of a booklet, 

which held the record sheets and progress charts together . 

It lessened the confusion with material in their files , 

and thus helped save time . As the course manager was 

present in the course-room most of the time, communication 

became more direct and personalised. Improved versions 

of Comment Sheets (Appendix XIII) were used, and the feed

back on this proved to be an important reference for 

instruction and rein forcement in the prograrrune . Simple 

real- life reinforcers, like coloured stars or stickers 

painted with encouraging faces were also used , and these 

were found to be very effective and popular with students . 

6 . 3 . 6 . 2 . Programme Results 

i) Learning 

Analysis of the Controlled Reading results showed that the 

average initial reading speed was 179 words per minute, 

while the average final speed was 506 words per minute . 

Table VI.l shows the average percentage change in students ' 

speed and REI on the Controlled Reader . 
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Table VI.l . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the Controlled Reader . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 80 +52 +129 +330 100 

REI 80 -58 +143 +650 95 

Statistical analysis of the individual results {average 

results shown in Table VI.l) show that the average gains 

in speed and REI for the student on the Controlled Reader 

are highly significant, {to= 12 . 2 and 9 . 7 for speed and 

REI respectively, to .001 , 79 = 3 . 18) , with 100% of 

students improving in speed and 95% of students improving 

in REI . 

ii) Results 
The average pre-course speed of the students in this pro

gramme was 200 wpm while the average post- course speed 

was 350 wpm . Table VI . 2 shows the average percentage 

change in students ' speeds and REI on the pre- and post

course tests. 

Table VI.2 . Table showing the average percentage change 

of speed and REI on the pre- and post-course 

tests. 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change change Change Improved 

Speed 80 0 + 76 +310 98 

REI 80 0 +142 +477 98 
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The t-test applied to paired comparison of individual 

pre- and post- course speeds shows that the differences 

are. significant at the 0 . 1% level. cto . 001 , 79 = 3 . 18, 

to= 13 . 1) . This means that the percentage change 

between pre- and post- course speeds is a real 

improvement . 

Similar results were obtained for the t - test applied to 

paired comparison of pre- and post- course REI. 

( to = 8 . 9) . 

The same t-test applied to paired comparison of pre- and 

post- course REI , taking into consideration a 40% guaran

tee in improvement shows that the differences are still 

significant at the 0 . 1% level. (to= 4.5) . This suggests 

that the progranune confidently surpassed its guarantee 

of 40%. Of the students so far trained, only 3% have 

not met this guarantee. 

Since Flexible Reading was more strongly emphasized in 

this programme, results from the pre- and post- course 

test on skimming and scanning are available. The average 

initial speed on skimming and scanning was 412 and 489 

words per minute respectively . The average final speed 

on skinuning and scanning was 559 and 648 words per 

minute respectively . 

Table VI.3 shows the average percentage change in speed 

and REI on the pre- and post- course skimming and scanning 

tests . 
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Tabl e VI . 3 . Table showing average percentage change in 

speed and REI on the pre- and post- course 

skimming and scanning tests . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Skim 80 - 52 + 77 +432 68 
Speed Scan 80 - 24 +113 +518 73 

Skim 80 - 60 + 66 +239 72 
REI Scan 80 -69 +107 +518 74 

Statistical analysis of the individual results (average 

results shown in Table VI . 3) shows that the average gains 

in speed and REI on skinuning are significant (to= 3 . 09 , 

to= 2.92 , for speed and REI r e spectively, to . 01, 79 

= 2.39) . Howeve r, the same anal ysis conducted on the 

individual results shows that t ~e average gains in speed 

and REI on scanning are not significant at the 1 . 0% level . 

(to= 1 . 85 , to= 1 . 57 for speed and REI respe ctively, 

to • 01 , 7 9 = l. 6 7 l ) • 

iii) Behaviour 

An assessment of the follow- up programme results obtained 

from eight students , showed an average reading speed of 

515 wpm . Table VI . 4 shows the percentage change in speed 

and REI between the post-course test and follow- up study. 
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Table VI.4 . Table showing percentage change in speed 

and REI between the post-course test and 

follow- up programme results . 

Number Lowest Average Highest % of 
of % % % Students 

Students Change Change Change Improved 

Speed 8 - 22 +8 . 6 +29 63 

REI 8 + 8 +33 +72 100 

The t - test applied to paired compariso~ of individual post

course and follow- up speeds shows that the differences are 

significant at the JO% level . (to . lO , 7 = 1 . 415 , to= 1 . 42) . 

This suggests that the +8 . 6% average cnange is not a real 

improvement . 

The same t - test applied to paired comparison of individual 

post- course and follow- up REI shows that the differences 

are significant at the 1 . 0% l evel cto . 01, 7 = 2 . 998 , 
t o = 4 . 64) . This suggests that the st· .. dents did not 

merely retain , but improved their REI , after the completion 

of the Effective Reading Programme . 

iv) Students ' Reaction 

a) To the Course 

A summary of the course evaluation cor.ducted at the end of 

the programme indicates a very positive reaction from the 

students . Tables VI . 5 to VI . 10 show L~e average responses 

of students to the prograrrune . 
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Table VI.5. Table showing the average pre- and post-course 

responses on the Attitude Scale (Appendix IV). 

Using a seven- point scale , e . g . (1) Interesting 

(7) Boring. 

Adjectives Pre Post Difference* 

Interesting - Boring l. 55 2.0 - 0.45 

Dynamic - Mechanistic 3 . 5 2. 85 +0.65 

Attainable - Unattainable 1. 65 1.5 +0.15 

Relaxed - Tense 2 . 35 2. 1 +0.25 

Original - Conventional 2.4 2. 3 +0.1 

Flexible - Rigid 1 . 9 1.45 +0 . 45 

Intensive - Shallow 1 . 9 1.5 +0.4 

Systematic - Haphazard 1 . 3 1.45 -0.15 

Challenging - Routine 1.5 1.4 +O.l 

Informal - Formal 3 . 1 l. 75 +l.35 

Supporting - Hostile 1.65 1.4 +0 . 25 

Efficient - Inefficient 1.65 1.45 +0.2 

Participative - Passive l. 55 1.45 +0.1 

Ambitious - Unambitious 1 . 75 2 . 0 -0.25 

n = 80 
*The plus and minus signs indicate a positive and negative 

change in reactions respectively. 

Table VI . 6 . Table showing students ' average response to 

the Evaluation Form (Appendix XII). 

Question 1: My Reaction to the Course 

Using a scale of (1) to (9), where (1) is 

Fully Rewarding (9) is Totally Unrewarding 

Average Response was 2 - Almost fully rewarding 

n = 80 
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Table VI . 7 . Tabl e showing students ' average responses 

to the Evaluati on Form (Appendix XII . ) 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

6 . 

7 . 

8 . 

9 . 

10 . 

Question 2 (i) : My Reaction to Other 

Aspects of the Course . 

Using a seven- point scale , e . g . (1) Fully 

Satisfied , (7) Totally Dissatisfied. 

Aspects Average 
Response 

Induction 1.7 

Course Structure 1.5 

Controlled Reading Section 1 . 5 

Assigned Reading Section 2 . 2 

Flexible Reading Section 2 . 2 

Flash- X Section 2 . 5 

Pace of Course 2.1 

Learner Controlled Aspect 1 . 5 

Room Layout 1.5 

Timing Cassette 1.4 

n = 80 
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Table VI . 8. Table showing students ' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form (Appendix XII). 

Question 2 (ii) - Usefulness of Documents. 

Using a five - point scale, e . g. (1) Very 

Useful , (5) Not Useful at all . 

Subject 

~. Procedural steps for Controlled Reading 
Section 

2. Timetable sheet for Course 

-· Comment and Feedback Sheet 

~. Vocabulary Preview 

j . Projector Guide 

n = 80 

Average 
Response 

1 . 55 

1.95 

1 . 25 

1 . 8 

1.35 

T:~le VI . 5 shows that the students improved their attitudes 

a=out the course after experiencing it. The average diff

e=ence between the pre- and post-course reactions was 

+ 21 .23 . 

Table VI . 6 indicates that students felt very positively 

a=out how rewarding the progranune was at the end of it. 

Table VI . 7 indicates that all aspects of the course were 

v~ewed very positively by the students . The average 

d egree of satisfaction, taking all ten aspects into consid

eration , shows a score of 1.7 on the scale . 

Table VI.8 indicates that all documents on the course were 

viewed fairly positivel y by the students . The average 

response taking all documents into considerati on was 1 . 66 

on the scale . 
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b) To the Course Manager 

A sununary of the evaluation conducted on the Course 

Manager at the end of the progranune, indicates a very 

positive reaction from the students . Tables VI . 9 and 

VI.10 show the average responses to the different 

aspects . 

Table VI . 9 . Table showing students ' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form (Appendix XII) . 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Role 

Question 3A: Effectiveness in terms of 

the three roles . 

Using a nine- point scale of effectiveness, 

e.g. (1) being Fully Effective, (9) being 

Completely Ineffective 

Average 
Response 

Administrator 1.35 

Motivator 1 . 16 

Resource person 1.5 

n = 80 
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Table VI . 10 . Table showing the students' average responses 

to the Evaluation Form (Appendix XII). 

Question 3B: How well the Course Manager 

conducted the progranune. 

Using a seven-point scale, e.g. (1) Corrunitted 

(7) Uncommitted. 

Adjectives Scale 

Committed - Uncorrunitted 

Clear - Vague 

Relaxed - Tense 

Flexible - Rigid 

Open-minded - Opinionated 

Helpful - Unhelpful 

Decisive - Indecisive 

Sincere - Insincere 

Confident - Lacks confidence 

Frank - Guarded 

Tactful - Tactle ss 

Patient - Impatient 

Accepting - Re jecting 

Informal - Formal 

Enthusiastic - Unenthusiastic 

n = 80 

Average 
Response 

1.3 

1 . 5 

1.35 

1.4 

1.35 

1 . 1 

1.45 

1 . 25 

1 . 25 

1.55 

l. 25 

1.15 

1.12 

1.3 

1.1 

Table VI.9 indicated that the course manager performed the 

three roles of administrator, motivator and resource per

son extremely well. The average reaction to the course 

manager, taking all aspects into consideration , shows a 

score of 1.33. 



Table VI.10 indicates that the course manager conducted 

the course very well . The average response, taking all 

features into consideration, shows a score of 1.3 on the 

scale. 

6 .3.6 . 3 . Discussion and Conclusion 
The results of this Enterprise Reading Programme clearly 

indicate that the objectives of the Programme ' s develop

ment have been met . This was to improve the reading 

efficiency and effectiveness of students in New Zealand. 

The percentage improvement gained in reading REI was the 

highest ever achieved (see Table VI.2) and its permanence 

was shown in the follow- up results (see Table VI.4). This 

was further reinforced by the fact that the 40% guarantee 

was surpassed by a majority of the students. 

However, one area in need of more research appears to be 

the Flexible Reading section, which achieved only minor 

improvement in skirruning and scanning. 

Responses from participants also indicated that the Effec

tive Reading Programme had by this stage achieved the 

professionalism it desired, in terms of the course itself 

(see Tables VI . 5 to VI .8) and the course manager (see 

Tables VI . 9 and VI.10). 

Therefore , it may be concluded that the Effective Reading 

Programme did successfully achieve its objective after 

16 years of development and evaluation. 
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6 . 3.7 . Conclusion 

Using the Evaluation Model developed in Chapter 5, the 

Effective Reading Programme was assessed under three 

major categories. The first of these, Theoretical 

Constructs, was presented only once since it formed 

the knowlecge foundation for all the programmes . The 

six stages of the programme ' s development were next 

evaluated t.:.,,der Prograrnrne Design and Prograrnme Results . 

This indicated the changes which took place in the 

programme a~d the results each achieved . A surrunary of 

the six stages, pre- and post-course results is presented 

in Table VI.11. 

Table VI . ll . Table showing the average percentage change 

in speed and REI on the pre- and post- course 

tests of its six stages. 

Stages 

Speed 

REI 

Average% Change 

1 2 

+64 +96 

3 

+57 

+65 

4* 5 

+61* +86 

+98* +125 

*Combination of Models, 1, 2 and 3 . 

6 

+76 

+142 

Table vr. ll suggests that the prograrnrne did improve as it 

developed through the stages. This was substantiated by 

corresponding results from the Controlled Reader sections 

and eventually, the follow- up studies. Students ' reactions 

also indicated a general positiveness throughout the 

courses, and this was markedly improved in the final stage 

of the progranune ' s development. 

Therefore it may be concluded that the Effective Reading 

Programme did successfully evolve and develop to a pro

fessional programme, to meet the characteristics of the 

New Zealand population. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 



7 . 1 . Implications 

Specific Implications . 

134. 

a) ~ te- taking, editing, report- writing, 

vocabulary building , comprehension development , speaking 

or listening, are learnable skills . the Effective Reading 

Programme may be used as a model for it.vLIOw;"a u,__h 

l'""Oq""-""""£.. J, 

b) Through the use of Learner Controlled instruction, as 

the design of the Programme, it was found that many 

participants were successful in meeting and surpassing 

their own goals . In addition , the experience was found 

to be very refreshing , satisfying and confidence-building. 

This implies that other courses may be conducted under 

the same approach, to gain similar benefits . 

Wider Implications 

a) With the increased competition and setting of higher 

standards in educational institutions , the reading ability 

has become a fundamental skill require d throughout the 

different aspects of it. Improved reading habits and 

skills can only facilitate the enhance ment of one ' s 

performance in this area . 
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7.2. Recommendations for Further Investigation 

a) Through the implementation of the programmes, it was 

found that while older students did not always improve 

as much in speed as the younger ones , they tended to 

maintain a high improvement in comprehension over the 

latter. Thus an investigation correlating the emotional 

maturity with the increase in comprehension levels is 

recommended. 

Other aspects which should be studied , include age , sex, 

race, intelligence, education, occupation, etc . 

b) Variations in the length of the Reading Prograrrune 

indicated that most of the skills were acquired in a 

short period of time. Beyond this point of optimum 

learning (two weeks in this study), a situation of 

ne gative and diminishing returns was observed. This 

interesting phenomena may apply to other skills oriented 

courses, which thus suggests the need for investigations 

into this area of time. 
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CONTROLLED READING PROGRESS CHART 

Session No. 

Dote 

Selection No. 

'\..1'\./'\./V"\. ,, /'- /' /"\./VVV'-/' /'\./"\./\J'-/" /\../'-/' .1, .1'\./\/'\./'\./VV'-

130 - 910 .----.---.--,.--,,--,---,-.......,...---,----,-,---,--,----,----,-,---,-.......,...---,---,,--,---,---.----,----,-,---,-""T'"--,..---. 

125 - 875 1---+---+--+--tf--+-+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+ 

120 - 840 1---+--+--+--tf--+-+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+ 

115 - 805 l---+--+--+-+-+--+--+---+--+--tf--+--+---+--+-l--+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-1--+--+--+---I 

110 - 770 l--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+--tl--+--+--+--+-l--+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-1--+--+--+---I 

105 - 735 l--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+-l--+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-1--+--+--+---I 

100 - 700 t--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+--,1--+--+--+--+-t--+--+--+--+-l--+--+--+--I 

95-665 1---+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+-+ 

- 90 - 630 1--+--+--+--if--+--+--+--+--+-.,_-+--+--+--+-.,_-+--+--+--i-+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+~ ! 
:I 

C 85 • 595 1---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--t .E -; 
.. 80 .!: S60 t--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+--+--tf--+--+--+--+--tl--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+--+-1--+--+--+--1 
• E Q. 

.. 75 ~ 525 t---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-1--+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+-+I--+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+ 
• Q. 
C 

:=. 70 ~ 490 t--+--+--+--t-+--+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+---1 .. g, 0 ·= 65 ..!_ 455 1---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+-+I--+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+ 
• .. • 60 o 420 1--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+1--+---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+ 

] DC 

O 55 - 385 l--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+l--+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+---1 

50-350 1---+--+--+--+-+---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+-+l--+---+--+--+--+-+---+--+--+---I 

45 - 315 l--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+-+-t---+---+--+---11--+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-

40 - 280 t--+--+--+--t-+--+--+--+-+-t--+--+--+-+-t---+--+--+--+f--+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+---1 

35 - 245 1--+--+--+--i-+--+--+--+--+-.,_-+--+--+--+-.,_-+--+--+--+~+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+--i 

30-210 1--+--+---+--+--+---.f--+---+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+--+---+--+--+-+---+--+--+--+-+---+---t 

25 - 175 1---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+--+l--+---+--+--+-+-+---+--+--+---f 

20 - 140 1--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+--+-.,_-+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+--+~+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+--+--i 
15 - 105 L-.....l.--'-----L--1-.l--.....___,____._--1_~.....___,____.___._~.....__-L..---L--IL--.1--.....___,____.___......_.1--..1,_ .......... __,___, 

100 ,---,---.----,---,.-...-...----.---.-........ -.--...----.---,---,.-.--.,.....--.----,----,-.--...---.--,---,.-.--...---,----,---, 
C 90l---+--+--+-+- +--+--+--t--+--tl--+--+--+--t--tl--+--+--+--t-+--+--+--t---t-t---+--+--+--I 
.2 SQ l---+--+--+-+-+-+--+--+--+--tl---+--+--+--+--tl--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+-t--+--+--+--1 
~ 70 
l 60 
f 50 
o. 40 
~ 30 
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0 

Source : Controlled Re a t i n g S·cudy Guide 
Tay lor et a l ( 1963) 

MN - EDL 
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APPENDIX II. 

EVALUATION FORM 

The aim of this effective reading course was to increase 
your reading rate, while maintaining a satisfactory level 
of comprehension . 

We are interested in your evaluation of the course . 
Evaluate each aspect of the course in terms of your 
degree of satisfaction. 

1 . Very dissatisfied 
2. Dissatisfied 
3. Neutral 
4. Satisfied 
5. Very satisfied 

1. Your orientation to the Course 

2. The degree to which the course objectives 
was specified 

3. How well the course objectives were met 

4. The standard s e t f or the course 

5. The general administration of the course 

6. The effectiveness of the course managers 

7 . The pace set for the course 

8 . How well the course provided skills needed to 
improve your reading 

9 . The course as a whole 

( 

( 

) 

) 

) 

Some suggestions that may help to improve the course are:-
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APPENDIX III a) 

STUDENT ' S IN- COURSE COMMENT SHEET 

NAME DATE ---------------

1 . Controlled Reading 

Film Nos . just completed 

Comments : 

I felt 

2 . Assigned Reading 

Reading Units just completed 

Comments: 

I felt 
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APPENDIX III b) 

COURSE MANAGER ' S FEEDBACK SHEET 

Date Session Conunents Course 
No . Manager 
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ATTITUDE SCALE 

Please use the adjectives below to describe your attitude 

towards the Effective Reading Programme. 

If the adjective on the left indicates your feelings , 

circle (1). If the adjective on the right is correct, 

circle (7) or select intermediate numbers. 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Interesting * * * * * * * Boring . . . . .... . . . . . .. . 
Dynamic * * * * * * * Mechanistic .... 
Attainable * * * * * * * Unattainable ... . 
Relaxed * * * * * * * Tense . ... . . . . . .. . 
Original * * * * * * * Conventional . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Flexible * * * * * * . . . . * Rigid 

Intensive * * * * * * * Shallow .... . ... 
Systematic * * * * * * * Haphazard . . . . ... . 
Challenging * * * * * * * Routine . . . . .... 
Informal * * * * * * * Formal . . . . .... . .. . 
Supporting * * * * * * * Hostile .. .. . ... 
Efficient * * * * * * * Inefficient . . . . .. .. 
Participative * * * * * * * Passive . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
Ambitious * * * * * * * Unambitious . . . . .... . . . . 
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EFFECTIVE READING COURSE 

STUDENT ' S COYIMENTS Date 

Flash- X (if applicable) I felt 

Controlled Reading 

Filrnstrip No . 

Filmstrip No. 

Filmstrip No . 

Other corrune nts on Session 

Other corrunents on Session 

COURSE MANAGER ' S FEEDBACK 

I felt 

I felt 

I felt 

141. 

Session No. 
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NAME 

EVALUATION FORM 

COURSE No . 

Your evaluation of the course can aid us in 

seeing how to improve it . You are asked to 

make a j udgement on each question , and after 

each question your own comments are also 

invited . These comments help us to under

stand your thinking . 

1. MY REACTION TO THE COURSE 

(Circle the number best describing your reaction) 

I found the learning experience: 

1. Fully Rewarding 

2 . Almost fully Rewarding 

3 . Quite Rewarding 

4. Somewhat Rewarding 

5 . Neither Rewarding not Unrewarding 

6. Somewhat Unrewarding 

7. Quite Unrewarding 

8 . Almost fully Unrewarding 

9 . Totally Unrewarding 

COMMENTS 

142. 
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2 . MY REACTION TO OTHER ASPECTS OF THE COURSE 

(i) Please mark in the appro priate box to the right of 

each item whichever best describes your reaction . 

'O I 'O 'O 
QJ I QJ Q) 

·.-i ·.-i ·.-i 
'O 'O 'O 4--4 4--4 lµ 
QJ .µ QJ QJ Cll .µ U) U) 

.,; <'O .,; .,; ..., .,; rU ·r-i >, ·r-i 
4--4 ~lµ lµ rU .µ ..c: .µ rl .µ 

>, U) 3 U) QJ U) H QJ l'O 3 rU rl rU 
,-j .,; QJ .,; .µ .,; .µ .µ U) QJ U) rU U) 
..., .µ E.µ .,; .µ ::, .,; U) E Ul +' U) 
::, rU 0 <'O ::, rU QJ ::, .,; 0 ·.-i 0 .,; 
r.,,.Cf) Cl) Cl) QI Cl) z QI Cl Cl) Cl 8 Cl 

I 
1. Induction 

2 . Course Progranune l 
3 . Controlled Reading Sec tion 

4 . Assigned Reading Section I I I 
: I I 

s . Flexible Reading Section I l 
I 

6 . Flash-X Section I I I 
I ; 

7 . Pace of Course I i I 

8 . Learner Controlled As p e ct I I 
' I : 

9 . Room Layout 

COMMENTS 

I 
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(ii) How useful did ~u think the following documents 

were to the Course? 

Please circle the point that best describes your reaction . 

Very ~ot 
Useful Useful 

at all 

* * * * * 

1 . Procedural steps for 
Controlled Reading * * * * * 
Section . 

2. Timetable sheet for 
* * * * * Course 

3 . Comment Sheet * * * * * 
4 . Feedback Sheet * * * * * 
s. Vocabulary Preview * * * * * 
6. Student list of addresses 

and telephone numbers * * * * * 
7 . Equipment Checklist * * * * * 
8 . Sessions Checklist * * * * * 
9. Projector Guide * * * * * 

COMMENTS 



3 . MY REACTION TO THE COURSE MANAGER 

Course Managers constantly search for ways to improve 

their effectiveness . Your critique can enable them to 

strengthen the efforts. 

A. In terms of the following roles held by the 

Course Manager:-

(a) Manager 

(b) Motivator 

(c) Resource Person 

I felt the Course Manager was :-

Rate each by placing (a), (b) , (c) against your rating 

below:-

1. Fully Effective 

2 . Almost fully effective 

3 . Quite effective 

4 . Somewhat effective 

5 . Neither effective nor ineffective 

6 . Somewhat ineffective 

7 . Quite ineffective 

8. Almost completely ineffective 

9. Completely ineffective 

COMMENTS 
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B . Circle the appropriate point between the adjectives 

that best describe how the Manager conducted the Course. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Comn1itted * * * * * ·k * Uncommitted .. " . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dynamic +- * * * * * * Mechanistic ••• ft • • • a * • • • . . . . . . . . ... . 
ReJ.c.nmd * * * * * * * Tense ..... 'Ill> • • • e e • • • .... . . . . 
Flexible * * ·k * * * * Rigid c. 0 ~ • .... 0 ~ ... . . . . . ... 
Open-minded -A· * * * * * * Opinionated . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .... . .. . 
Hc~lpful * * * * * * * Unhelpful .... • • • 0 . . . . .... 
Decisive * * * * * * * Vague .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sound humour * * * * * * * Humourless . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Accessible * * * * * * * Aloof .... 
Sincere * * * * * * * Insincere ... . . . . . 0 ••• 

Confident -;, * * * * * * Lacks confidence ..... 
Frank * * * * * * * Guarded ... . . . . . . . . . .... 
Tactful ' * * * * "1': * * 'ract.less . . . . .... 
Patient * * * * * * * Impab cnt . . . . 0 • • • .... •• C' 0 

Accepting * * * * * * * Rejecting . . . . .... • • C, • . . . . 
Formal * * * * -A· * * Informal . . . . .... 
Enthusiastic * * * * ·): * * Unenthusiastic «; •• • ••• 0 . . . . • o e • • & ~ • .... 

Pleas\? make any other comments or suggestions , so that 

future Courses can be improved. 
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READJNG EFFEC'rIVENESS A'l'TI'I'UDE 

SCALE 

14 7. 

Please rate your current feelings about reading effective

ness , on the scale below. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Important * ·k * * * * * Unimportant • f" •• ...... . ... 
Knowledgeable * * * * * * * Ignorant . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... 
Interesting * * * * * * * Boring .... C, ~ •• . ..... . . . .. . ... 
Versatile * * * * * * * Rigid ... . . . . ., . ... . . . . ..... 
Dync:imic * * * -I: * * * Routine . . . . .... . 
Cha l lenging * * * * * * * Monotonous . .. 0 • . . (\ . • ... 'fl 

Complex * * * .. .. . ... * ·k ·k * Simple 

ReaJistic .,, 
* '7' * * * * Unrealistic . . . . ..... 

Useful * * * * 
.,, 

* * Useless . ... . ... • • c;. • 

Integrated ·r. * * * * 
.•. 

* Diverse 

Atta inable * * * "I: * * * Unattainable Cl •• ~ .... 0 .. .. . ... . ... 
Efficient ">: 

••• C, 
-I: * * * .... * * I nefficient 

Effective * * * * * * * I neffective~ . . . . • <, • • . .. . . 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

STUDENT I S EVALUA'rION OF THE 

EFFECTIVE READING PROGRAMME 

The objectives of the Effective Reading Programme are 

two-fold: 

1. Increase speed (wpm), while maintaining, 
if not increasing , comprehension. 

2 . Increase reading fl e xibility. 

On the basis of these obj e ctives, please evaluate the 

following aspects of the programme on the scales b e low. 

1. How relevant arc the objectives of this program.me 
to your departmerrt? 

1 2 3 4 

RelGvant 

5 . 6 7 

Very 
Relevant 

2. How much could this programme contribute to the 
objectivGs of a Self Development Programme? 

l 

Very 
Little 

2 3 4 5 

3. How would you rate the programme's 
increase reading effectiveness? 

l 

Very 
Low 

2 3 4 5 

6 7 

Very 
Much 

ability to 

6 7 

Very 
High 
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4. In terms of the state of the art of training, how 
would you rate the programme's design? 

l 

Very 
Low 

Course Efficiency 

2 3 4- 5 6 7 

Very 
High 

.1. How well did the programme achieve its objectives 
in the time available? 

1 

Very 
Badly 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very 
Well 

2. How suitable were the techniques used in the 
programme , ( e .g. Flash-X , Controlled Reading , 
Assig9ed Reading, Flexible Reading)? 

1 

Not 
Suitabl e 
aL all 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very 
Suitable 

3. How suitable was the design used in the programme 
(individualization , written comments and feedback 
etc.)? 

1 

Not 
Suitable 
at all 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very 
Suitable 

4 . How useful was the information in the Pre-Course 
stage ( e . g. Induction Booklet , Programme Manual) 
for the course as a whole? 

1 

Not 
Very 
Useful 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very 
Useful 
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5 . IIow would you rate the amount of knowle dge this 
progrAmrrte provides about reading? 

-10 

Too 
Little 

-5 0 

Just 
Right. 

+5 +10 

Too 
Much 

6. How would you rate the amount of knowledgG this 
progro.rnme provides about LCI. 

·-10 ·-5 0 +5 +10 
-----·--···--------·------

Too 
L.i. ttle 

Just 
Right 

Too 
Much 
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PERSONAL RE.l\DING HABI'J'S 

DATA CHART 

151. 

Please complete the following questions. This i nforma tion , 
in conjunction with the Diagnostic Test , will determine 
your placement on the course . 

1. How would you d escribe your present reading ability? 

Poor D Fair D Good D 
If dissatisfied with present ability , specify reasons 

2. Do you enjoy reading? Yes/No 

3. What i s the language spoken . in your childhood 
h ome ----·------------

4. If EngJish is a s econd l angu~ge , can you still 
r ead , write and speak your firs!: language? Yes/No 

5. Do you have any of these mannerisms while reading? 

Saying words aloud 
Moving lips slight ly 
Following words with finger or p encil 
Nail Bit.ing 
Teeth grinding 
Hands constantly to face 
Other 

6. \r\ihat kind of material do you normally read? 

7 . Why do you read? 

Information 
Exciteme nt 
Relaxation 
Identification with characters 
Other 

8 . Do your reading habits change depending on the 
of book you are reading? 

9 . Have you had any eye trouble? 

Describe 

Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 

type 
Yes/No 

Yes/ No 
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LEARNING CONTRACT 

( Between the Participant and Manager ) 

The purpose of this contract is to clarify the expectations 
each party has of the other , in relation to the progranune ' s 
objective. 

This contract covers three aspe cts:-

(1 ) The student ' s performance goals 

( 2 ) The r esponsibilitie s of a course participant 

( 3) The res ponsibilities of a course manager 

1. GOAL REVIEW 

The goals that have been agreed upon for the course partici
pant are to:-

( 1 ) increase hi s / h er reading speed to ___ wpm 
with a comprehension l evel of _ _____ +%. 
Thjs is an increase of ____ % in the Reading 
Efficiency Index . 

( 2) develop his/her skimming a.:id scanning skills . 

2 . RESPONSIDILITIES OF A STUDENT 

As a l earner dc~1.er.mines his/her own progress , he/ she must 
accept the responsibility to : -

( 1 ) Attend all 10 sessions , arriving at l east 
five minutes early . 

{ 2 ) Spend at least half an hour per day on 
extra reading . 

( 3 ) Complete a minimum of 25 fi l mstrips on 
the Cornbo-8 , 10 Flexible reading lessons 
and 20 Assigned reading exercises. 

( 4 ) Complete a daily conunent sheet . 

( 5 ) Complete two follow- up courses , in the t wo 
consecutive months following the concl usion 
o f the programm~ . 
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3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF A COURSE MANAGER 

As the course manager is trained to provide the participant 
with certain skills , it is his/her responsibility to:-

( 1 ) provide daily feedback on the participant ' s 
performanceo 

( 2 ) guide the participant with various strategies 
to help the participant gain maximum benefit 
from the programme . 

(3) be avail able for a meeting whenever there is 
a need to discuss the participant's progress. 

( 4 ) ensure that the required resources are 
available when the participant needs them. 

(5) provide conditions conducive to his/her 
s t rong motivation . 

This Contract has been discussed w1d ib fully understood 

and agreed to by:-

Course Participant Course Manager 

Date 
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FLASH - X RECORD SHEET 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

_1_0 

FLASH - X CARD NUMBER 

Score 

11 

12 

1 2 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

15 4. 

Score 
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APPENDIX XII 

EVALUATION FORM 

NAME COURSE DATED _ ___ _ 

Your evaluation of the programme can help us 

to improve it . Please make a j udgement on 

each question and after each question your 

own comments are also invited . These 

comments will help us understand yo ur 

t hinkingo 

( Circle the number best describing your reaction ). 

1. MY REACTION TO THE COURSE 

I found t-he learning experience : -

lo Fully rewarding 

2. Almost fully rewarding 

3 . Quite rewarding 

4 . Somewhat rewarding 

5. Neither rev.Jarding nor unrewarding 

G. Somewhat unrewarding 

7 . Quite unrewarding 

8 . Almost totally unrewarding 

9 . Totc.lly unrewarding 

COMMEN'rS 

TO 
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2. MY REAC'I'ION TO OTHER ASPECTS OF 'I'HE COURSE 

( i ) Please mark the appropriate box which best describes 

your reaction about tho following items. 

1. Induction 

2. Course Structure 

3 . Controlled Reading 
Section 

4. Assigned Rea ding 
Section 

5 . Flexible Reading 
Section 

6 . Flash-X Section 

7 . P ace of Course 

8 . Learner Controlled 
Aspect 

9 . Room Layout 

10 • . Timing Cassettes 

COMMENTS 

- 1--i- 'b ]I 'O 
Q) Q) .,, · r-1 

'i:1 'Tj 'D lH ~ 
OJ (I) .µ <l) 

~ U) l CfJ If} 

· r-1 ·rl rrj · r-1 r--l ro ·r-f ·r-1 >,·r-1 
4-1 4-1 ~4-1 <Cl ,!:) .µ .p r-1 .µ 

>. I/} <1J U) ?: U) l-l :-:. <CS Q) <C5 .-( !tl 
rl ·r-1 .µ ·r-1 Cl) ·r-1 ,IJ QJ CfJ • .µ U) rtS U) 
rl .i.: ·rl .µ E; .µ ::1 E Cl) ·r-1 U) +l U) 
;:j ctl ;:j (lj 0 ({! (I) O ·rl ~ -rl O ·rl 
~ (I) (YU) (I) (I) z (/) Cl OCl 8Q 

-------- ·-- - r- - --- ----
- -·,----- 1- - -----

---- -1~ i _ _J=---= 
-~ -~--

-~r-= 
- - - ----4-

--=--'-L=i~- --+-t -~ I =-_tj __ --------~---·-·- --· 
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( ii) How u seful d.ld you think the following document s 

were to the Course? 

Please circle the point that best describes your reactiono 

Ver y 1 2 3 4 5 
Not 

Useful * * * * * 
Useful 
at all 

1. Procedural steps 
fo r Controll ed * * * * * 
Reading Section 

2. Timetable Sheet 
* * * * * for Course 

3 . Corrunen t and 
Feedback Sheet · * * * * * 

4 . Vocabulary Preview +.: * * * * 

5. Proj ector Guide * -i.· * * * 

COMME'KITS 
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3. MY REAC'l' ION TO THE COURSE __ MANAGER 

Course Managers constantly search for ways to 

improve their effectiveness. Your critique 

can enable them t o strengthen thG efforts. 

A. In terms of the following roles held by the Course 

Manager -

( a ) Administrator 

(b ) Motivator 

( c ) Resource Person 

I felt the Course Manag8r wa~: 

Rate each role by placing the corresponding ( a ), ( b ) 

( c ) against your rating below:-

l . Fully Effective 

2 . Almost fully effective 

3 . Quite effective 

4. Somewhat effective 

5 . Neither effective nor ineffective 

6. Somewhat inE~ffective 

7 . Quit8 ineffective 

8 . Almost compl etely ineffective 

9 . Completely ineffective 

COMMENTS 
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I3. Circle the appropriate point between the adjectives 

that best describes how the Manager conducted the Course. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Cornrni t ted * * * * * * * Uncommitted .... . . . . . .. .- • • 9 • • ••• 0 

Clear * * * * * * * Vague . . . . ... . . . . . • • • a C,'I •••• 

Relaxed * * * * * * * Tense . . . . .... . . . . • 0 • • • 

Flexible * * * * * * * Rigid . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . ..... 
Open-minded * * * * * * * Opinionated . . . . . . . . ...... 
Helpful * * * * * * * Unhelpful . . . . . . . . . , ... .... ... .. 
Decisive * * * * * * * Indecisive . . . . .... •• c;,. • • 

Sincere * * * * * * * Insincere .... . ... • 0 ••• 

Confident * * * * * * * Lacks conf idence . . . . . . . . • • 0 • • • 0 • c,. •••• 

Frank * * * * * * * Guarded • • • Cl . . . . . . . .. .. " . .... . . . . . 
Tactful * * * * * * * Tactless . . . . .... . ., .. • e • o . ...... 
Patient * +: * * * -I: .... Imp.::i. t:i.ent. . . . . 0 • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Accepting +.- * * ">: ·k -;,: * Rejecting . . . . . . . . . 
Informal * * * * * * ~, Formal .... .. . . . .... O O O U . ... . ... ~ 
Enthusiastic * * * * * * * Unenthusi astic ..... . • • • c. . . . . . . . . • 0 " •• 

Please make any other comments or suggestions , so that 

future Effective Reading Progr:ammes can be improved . 
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APPENDIX XIII 

COt:™ENT SHEET 

Date --- -- Session No. 

What were your reactions to the different training 
activities today? 

( l ) Flash--X Comments 

( 2 ) Controlled Reading. How did you feel about today ' s 
session in terms of : -

( a ) Interest ----------------------

(b) Difficulty---- - -------- ----·---

( c )• Your Progress 

( 3) FlGxtbl§. Readir.2.9. . IIow did you feel about today ' s 
session in terms o f :-

( a ) Interest ------------·----

( b ) Difficulty 

(c ) Your Progress 

( 4 ) Ass ·.gncd Reading . How d id you feel in t erms o f : -

( a ) Interest _ _ _ _____ ___ ______ ___ _ 

( b ) Difficult y 

( c ) 



( 5) Pree Reading. 
session? 

GENER!\L COMMENTS : 

161. 

What have you read since the last 
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Reading Efficiency Check # 1 A SaMp la. oP Pre avd Po.sf -Lb..lt!..(., ·re.sf,. 

IS EXPERIENCE THE BEST TEACHER? 
by Leonard A. Stevens 

A,bptt•d from Collier's, June 24, 1955. 

Before starting, record the time in minutes and seconds. 

From one generation to the next, 
with endless repetition, almost every
one has been taught that experience 
is the best teacher. But there have 
always been skeptics among psy
chologists and other specialists in 
human hehavior - and now this skep
ticism is spreading to industry, where 
the adage has long been especially 
honored. Many industrialists are be
ginning to wonder whether the man 
with the most experience is really the 
best man to hire, the best man to 
promote. 

The value of experience itself is not 
questioned. Rather, the skeptics ask 
whether people actually do draw the 
best from their past to learn in the 
present. Experience is not good, they 
say, unless it's sifted and evaluated 
correctly. The question is particularly 
pertinent in a changing world, where 
today's experience often is obsolete 
tomorrow. Industry's interest in the 
question is deeply practical; fa ilure to 
weigh experience correctly can lead 
to lost production, poor labor rela
tions, and lost sales. 

Management experts tackling the 
problem already have found some 
ways to utilize experience better. In 
the forefront of the work are two 
young management specialists, Ed
ward Walther and J. Collins Coffee, 
who have organized a New York firm 
called Management Development As
sociates. It advises such large busi
nesses as the General Foods Corpo
ration, Link-Belt Company, Cities 
Service Oil Company and Hoffmann
La Roche, Inc., the pharmaceutical 
firm. By the time they joined forces, 
the two men had decided independ
ently that industry's traditional re
liance on experience was open to 
· question - especially in view of the 

rapid strides made in industrial meth
ods an<l machinery during and since 
World War II. · 

What can we do to make experi
ence the good teacher it is supposed 
to be? Most experts agree that the 
answer lies in obtaining a better un
derstanding of how experience affects 
people and how its improper use can 
lead to difficulties. We must make 
experience serve and not enslave us. 

Walther and Coffee are studying 
experience mainly to find how it can 
best be used in developing executive 
talent, teaching people to handle new, 
different jobs, and preparing them 
for the changes that now flood indus
try. But their conclusions can help all 
of us in grappling with everyday 
problems. 

In approaching any problem, the 
two experts say, we must keep in 
mind thal experience leads us - in
deed often compels us - to resist any 
change. Unless we make allowanc~ 
for this compulsive reaction, we may 
find ourselves in trouble. 

Not long ago, a foundry modernized 
its equipment to eliminate several 
hand operations. Many veteran found
rymen1 slaves of habit and experience, 
insisted on following their old pro
cedures, even though they duplicated 
mechanical operations. Some, for ex
ample, continued to sift sand although 
a machine had already done the job. 
Management officials thereupon took 
away the hand-sifting devices. The 
result: several of the older men had 
nervous breakdowns. Less experienced 
men adapted to the change quite 
easily; they were not faced with the 
unrelenting pressures of past methods. 

Coffee's introduction of a new, sim
plified billing form in a large com
pany ran into similar difficulties-but 

had a happier ending. He tried out 
the new form with six typists \\'ho up 
to then hnd worked on a far more 
complicated form. After three weeks, 
the department head informed Coffee 
thnt the simplified form wouldn't 
work. The six women were late with 
their work, the quality was bad, and 
the typist, had even begun qqarrcl
ing among themselves. 

Coffee went to the office and asked 
the typist;> to write their names ten 
times each and to note the time il 
took When they finished, he asked 
them to do it all over again - but to 
leave out ,~very other letter. Everyone 
took longer this time. 

"Yet you had only half as much 
work to do!" Coffee pointed out. One 
woman c,,.ught on. "Mr. Coffee," she 
said, "what you're saying is that we 
haven't learned our new jobs, and 
that whert we do, it will be easier. 
Is that right?" He said it was. 

Aware now of the source of their 
trouble, the typists buckled down and 
mastered the new form. Soon they 
were doubling their volume of work. 

Some businesses contemplating {l 

change tr)' to prepare their employees 
in advance so as to keep resistance to 
a minimum. The employees are told 
what to e:,pect, and they are brought 
into meetings to talk about the change 
and contribute their ideas; in that 
way they feel they play a part in 
making the change. 

Further serious dangers lurk in the 
tendency to rely on past experience. 
\Vhen people are confronted with 
something new, they immediately 
search their past to determine what 
action, if any, to take. But they usu
ally look only for ways in which the 
new experience is like an old one; 
they seldom look for W!lYS in which 



it is different. Then, too often, they 
adopt a course of action that either 
docs not apply or no longer works 
wel l. 

During World War II, Coffee was 
executive officer for an armed services 
radar school. Because radar works on 
an electronic principle, it was as
sumed that electrical engineers would 
master it easily. But not enough engi
neers were available, so men with 
other occupations - among them law
yers and accountants - were admitted 
to the school. 

Surprisingly, the electrical engineers 
were of ten the poorer students. The 
reason was that the engineers, though 
familiar with radar's basic principles, 
were puzzled by electricity's behavior 
in such ultrahigh frequencies. The 
lawyers, with no preconceived notions 
about electricity, had less difficulty 
learning how it functioned in radar. 

In such situations, \:Valther and 
Coffee once again have found that 
awareness of the shortcomings of ex
perience makes the best weapon with 
which to fight them. After people be
come aware of their tendency to see 
only the similarities between new and 
old experiences, they consciously seek 
out the differences. The two experts 
tell executives to be wary of phrases 
like, "This reminds me-" "That's just 
like-" or ''I've seen that before-." 
They may be signals that the man 
speaking is forgetting to look for dif
ferences. Executives are advised that 
an outline in writing or visual dia
grams of all the factors in new jobs, 
problems or changed techniques will 
help avoid hasty, incomplete com
parisons. 

Another danger in overreliance on 
experience stems from the tendency 
to sum up an experience for future 
reference in only a few words - in ef
fect, to label it. Frequently the labels 
are inaccurate, for they are usually 
based on emotions rather than logic. 

And once we have a label for some
thing, our viewpoint becomes as im
movable as a granite monument. 

Suppose that most everything which 
happened to you in your home town 
was pleasant. The words "home town" 
thereafter become a label that con
jures up pleasant thoughts. Even if 
with passing years the place deterio
rates and falls on hard times, no one 
can tell you that your "home town" 
isn't still the best place. in the world. 
You blind yourself to the changes. 

The Walther-Coffee staff has inter
viewed thousands of industrial . em
ployees and found t~at most jobs 
have titles or labels. In a significant 
number of cases the labels are inac
curate because of changes in the work 
assigned, or because they were not 
carefully selected originally. The re
sult: frustration and confusion, which 
in turn can c~use costly inefficiency 
and lowered production. 

Misuse of experience can adversely 
affect production in another way. New 
methods, new machines, and growing 
numbers of management people make 
teamwork within a company more 
important than ever - and teamwork 
demands maximum agreement among 
all employees. But the way in which 
people draw upon their individual 
experience doesn't always promote 
agreement. Although many people 
may have the same experience, sel
dom will any two interpret it the 
same way. There are two reasons 
why: 

First, no two of us react to what 
we feel, see, hear, taste, or smell in 
exactly the same way. Because people 
do react differently, it sometimes be
comes difficult for top management 
to find out from employees how new 
methods are working out. And, be
cause many employees refuse to ac
cept any interpretation but their own, 
costly personal friction and stress are 
likely. 

1€,o(b) 

Second, people's minds are selec
tive when remembering experiences. 
\Vhen we have strong objectives or 
beliefs, we tend to discard or forget 
experiences that indicate we may be 
headed in the wrong direction. Sup
pose a man has had years of experi
ence working on propellers in an air
plane factory, and his aim in life has 
always been to become the compan}'°s 
number oPe expert on propellers. 
Through thl! years he has had expcri- _ 
ences indicating that jet engines ulti
mately may eliminate propellers, but 
h e tries to ignore these incidents . 
Then, when jet engines do begin to 
reduce the demand for propellers, his 
usefulness to the firm diminishes and 
he finds himself headed up a dead
end street. 

\Vhenever changes come, people 
face many new experiences, some 
more important than others. How 
should they meet the challenge? 
'Which experiences should · they cul
tivate? 

There are no black-and-\\'hite for
mulas guaranteed to make experience 
your best teacher. Formulas are in
flexible and can quickly become ob
solete when changes occur. You can 
be best prepared when changes do 
come if you constantly force yourself 
to think in terms of what is happen
ing now, ~md beware of hasty reli
ance on the past. If you always think 
ahead as well as behind, experience 
can help yciu advance toward a bet
ter job and brighter future. 

When finished, record your completion 
time. 

Turn to page 16 to answer comprehension questions on this selection. Use the Rate Chart below to determine your reading rate. 

Rate Chart 

Time (Min.) 10.0 9.5 9.0 8 .5 8.0 7.5 7.0 6.5 6.0 5.5 5 .0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 

Rate (W.P.M.) 160 169 178 188 200 214 229 246 267 291 320 3S6 400 457 543 640 800 1068 



Reading Efficiency Check #1 

IS EXPERIENCE THE BEST TEACHER? 
Select tlie best answer. (Do not write in this booklet.) 

&. The work of ~Ia11.,gernent Development Associates involves 
a. setting up executive development programs. 
b. helping firms to institute new procedures. 
c. improving labor-m,rnagement relations. 
d. setting up training programs in industrial methods. 

2. Experience constitutes an obstacle iii modern industrial praC'tke for many reasons; not mentioned was that 
a. it compels people to resist change. 
b. our changing technology rapidly makes experience obsolete. 
c. experience often makes acquiring new skills and information difficult. 
d. past experience is often remembered inaccurately. 

3. Coffee asked the secretaries to leave out every other letter in writing their names to illustrate that 

/6o(c) 

a. time can be saved by unusual methods. c. re<luci11g effort does not necess:irily s.,, e t;:ne. 
b. coded material soon becomes easy to identify. d . they had not yet learned their new jobs. 

4. Coffee and Walther found that the best way to introduce change is to 
a. introduce the change graclnally so that it isn't apparent. 
b. inform the employees in advance of new procednres. 
c. explain the new procedures as they arc introduced. 
d. allow employees to initiate all changes. 

5.. Changes can be implemented more successfully if executive!, learn to analyze them in terms of 
a. how they are similar to existing conditions. 
b. how they are different from existing conditions. 

c. their 11n<lerlyi11g purposes. 
d. their basic procedures. 

6. Walther and Coffee found that job labels ca11se problems when they 
a. are created by the employees themselves. 
b. vary from one industry to another. 

c. do not describe the job accurntely. 
d. arc not explained cardully to employee:-. 

7. The author points out that friction within a team may result when 
a. team members interpret common experiences in different ways. 
b. each team member brings different experiences to the team. 
c. the team leader cannot evaluate the experiences of team members. 
d. management does not underst,rnd the role of experience. 

8. The example of the propeller spedalist illustrates 
a. the need for less specialization. 
b. resistance to new production methods. 

c. overreliancc on past •!xperience. 
d. selective remembering. 

9. Rather than offer a· formula for using experience, the author advises the reader to 
a. consider the present and future as well as the past. · 
b. always be aware of the extent to which he is relying on past experience. 
c. rely on past experience only as a last resort. 
d . remember that experience is seldom the best teacher. 

0 The main idea for this selection is that 
a. our rapidly changing world has reduced the role experience can play in helping us to learn new jobs and · 

cope with the problems of everyday living. 
b. experience can be a hindrance to progress in industry because it often adversely alfects people's attitudes 

toward change. 
c. if employees are not taught to use their past experience to best advantage, they will be inefficient workers. 
d. in industry as in everydny living, experience can be a good teacher if we know how to profit by our mistakes. 

Check y our a nswe rs against the key on poge 22. 
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